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Abstract 
Many different notions of "program property", and many different methods of verifying such 
properties, arise naturally in programming. We present a general framework of Specification 
Structures for combining different notions and methods in a coherent fashion. We then apply 
the idea of specification structures to concurrency in the setting of Interaction Categories. As a 
specific example, a certain specification structure defined over the interaction category &~roc 
yields a new category 5~rocD in which morphisms are deadlock-free concurrent processes and 
composition is process interaction. 5P~rOCD is obtained from 5P~roc by adding specification 
information to the objects which is strong enough to guarantee deadlock-freedom. The main 
technical contribution is to show that this can be done in a way which is preserved by com- 
position. The methods used to achieve this can be seen as a semantic analogue of those used 
to prove strong normalization in classical inear logic. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we are concerned with a concrete instance of  the fo l lowing general 
situation. We have a semant ic  universe (category with structure) Co, suitable for mod-  
el l ing some computat ional  situation, but possib ly carrying only a very rudimentary 
notion of  " type" or "behavioura l  specif ication". We then refine the objects o f  Co in 
order to obtain a r icher sett ing for per forming specif ication and verif ication. This paper 
provides a detai led deve lopment  o f  this idea in the sett ing of  interact ion categories 
[3, 4, 7], with part icular reference to synchronous ystems. Section 2 introduces the 
not ion o f  a specification structure, which formal izes the idea of  enr iching a semant ic  
universe with a refined not ion of  property. Section 3 reviews the theory o f  interact ion 
categories and defines CJ~roc, a category of  synchronous processes. In Section 4 we 
explicit ly state the requirements for a specif ication structure to be defined over  an in- 
teract ion category such as 6e~roc, and in Section 5 we define a part icular specif ication 
structure over 5e~roc. The result is a category 5~roco ,  in which the objects contain 
specif ication informat ion strong enough to guarantee deadlock- f reedom and in wh ich  
deadlock- f reedom is closed under  composit ion.  We also define a specif ication struc- 
ture R, based on a different approach to specify ing deadlock-freedom. In Section 6 we 
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prove that the two specification structures are equivalent, and that up to isomorphism 
we have constructed just one category of deadlock-flee processes. As an application 
of the theory developed in the rest of the paper, Section 7 analyses the construction 
of a class of synchronous networks, which encompasses both synchronous dataflow 
programs in languages uch as S1GNAL [26] and LUSTRE [27], and systolic algorithms 
[22]. Finally, we compare our theory with other approaches, and discuss current limi- 
tations and possibilities for further developments. For a more general discussion of the 
methodological issues relating to specification structures, ee [8]. 
2. Specification structures 
The notion of specification structure, at least in its most basic form, is quite ano- 
dyne, and indeed no more than a variation on standard notions from category theory. 
Nevertheless, it provides an altemative view of these standard notions which is highly 
suggestive, particularly from a Computer Science point of view. Similar notions have 
been studied, for a variety of purposes, by Burstall and McKinna [35], O'Heam and 
Tennent [40], and Pitts [43]. 
Definition 1. Let C be a category. A specification structure S over C is defined by 
the following data: 
• for each object A of C, a set PsA of "properties over A". 
• for each pair of objects A, B of C, a relation SA,B C_PsA × C(A,B)× PsB. 
We write 4){f}t,k for SA,8(4), f ,  if) ("Hoare triples"). This relation is required to satisfy 
the following axioms, for f :A-+B, 9:B--+C, 4)CPsA, ~9 EPsB and OEPsC: 
4){idA}4), (1) 
4){f}~,~{g}O~4){f;9}O. (2) 
The axioms (1) and (2) are typed versions of the standard Hoare logic axioms for 
"skip" and "sequential composition" [21]. Given C and S as above, we can define 
a new category Cs. An object of Cs is a pair (A, 4)) with A E ob C and 4)E PsA. 
A Cs-morphism f : (A ,  4))---+(B,~b) is a morphism f :A---~B in C such that 4){f}~. 
Composition and identities are inherited from C; the axioms (1) and (2) ensure that 
Cs is a category. Moreover, there is a faithful functor 
C~--~ Cs 
given by 
A +--~(A, 4) ). 
In fact, the notion of "specification structure on C" is coextensive with that of "faithful 
functor into C". Given such a functor F : D ~ C, we can define a specification structure 
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S by 
PsA = {q~ E obD IF(C)=A}, 
q~{f}~9 <=> 3~ E ID(q~, @). F(a) = f 
(by faithfulness, a is unique if it exists). It is easily seen that this passage from 
faithful functors to specification structures i  (up to equivalence) inverse to that from 
S to C+-~Cs. 
A more revealing connection with standard notions is yielded by the observation that 
specification structures on C correspond exactly to lax functors from C to ~el, the 
category of sets and relations. Given a specification structure S on C, the object part 
of the corresponding functor R : C --~ ~el is given by Ps, while for the arrow part we 
define 
R(f )  = {(q~, ~)l q~{f}lp}. 
Then (1) and (2) become precisely the statement that R is a lax functor with respect 
to the usual order-enrichment of ,~el by inclusion of relations: 
idR(A) C R(idA ), 
R(f);  R(g) C R( f  ; 9). 
See [41] for a fuller discussion of how this idea relates to more general notions in 
category theory. 
The notion of specification structure acquires more substance when there is additional 
structure on C which should be lifted to Cs. Suppose for example that C is a monoidal 
category, i.e. there is a bifunctor ®:C2~ C, an object I, and natural isomorphisms 
assoeA,B,C: (A ® B) ® C ~A ® (B ® C), 
unitlA: I ®A ~A, 
unitrA: A ®I~A 
satisfying the standard coherence quations [34]. A specification structure for C must 
then correspondingly be extended with an action 
®A.8 :PsA × PsB---~ Ps(A ®B) 
and an element Is c Psi satisfying, for f :A--+ B, f t  :A'---~ B ~ and properties q~, ¢~, ~b, 
~', 0 over suitable objects: 
¢{f}~,  ¢ '{ f '}~'  ==¢ (05 ® qS'){f ® f'}(~9 ® ~'), 
((¢ ® ~b) ® O){assoeA,z~,c}(¢ ® (~ ® 0)), 
(Is ® ¢){unitlA}~, 
(¢ ® Is){unitrA }¢. 
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Such an action extends the corresponding lax functor R:C ~ ~eI  to a lax monoidal 
functor to ,~el equipped with its standard monoidal structure based on the cartesian 
product. 
Now assume that C is symmetric monoidal closed, with natural isomorphism 
symmA, ~ :A ®B~-B®A,  and internal hom --o given by the adjunction 
C(A @ B, C) ~ C(A,B -o C). 
Writing A( f )  :A -+B -o C for the morphism corresponding to f :A ®B~ C under the 
adjunction, we require an action 
~A,B : PsA x PsB ---+ Ps(A --o B) 
and axioms 
(q~ @ ~){symmA,8)(~9 @ ~), 
((q~ --o ~t) Q q~){eValA,B}~t, 
(q~ @ ~9){f}0 ==~ q~{A(f)}(~9 --o 0). 
Going one step further, suppose that C is a ,-autonomous category, i.e. a model for 
the multiplicative fragment of classical inear logic [15], with linear negation ( - )±,  
where for simplicity we assume that A ±± =A. Then we require an action 
( -  )~ : PsA ~ Ps(A ±) 
satisfying 
~±± =4', 
¢-~=(¢e~) ±. 
Under these circumstances all of this structure on C lifts to Cs. For example, we define 
(A, ~b) ® (B, ~) = (A ® B, q~ ®A,B ~), 
(A, q~)± = (A ±, q~ ), 
(A, q~) --o (B,~9) = (A ---0 B,q~ --~A,B ~). 
All the constructions on morphisms in Cs work exactly as they do in C, the above 
axioms guaranteeing that these constructions are well-defined in Cs. For example, if 
f :(A, 4)) ~ (B, ~) and ,q : (A', ~b') ~ (B', ~'), then 
f @,q:(A®A',@®~')---+(B@B',~9@@'). 
Moreover, all of this structure is preserved by the faithful functor C ~ Cs. 
The above example of structure on C is illustrative. Exactly similar definitions can 
be given for a range of structures, including: 
• models of classical (or intuitionistic) linear logic including the additives and expo- 
nentials [13], 
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• cartesian closed categories [20], 
• models of polymorphism [20]. 
2.1. Examples of specification structures 
In each case we specify the category C, the assignment of properties Ps to objects 
and the Hoare triple relation. 
(1) C = 5~et, PsX =X, a{f}b ~ff~ f (a )= b. In this case, Cs is the category of pointed 
sets. 
(2) C=~'e l ,  PsX={*}, .{R}* ~ Vx E A,y, zEB.xRyAxRz ~ y=z.  Then Cs is 
the category of sets and partial functions. 
(3) C =~el,  PsX = gdX, S{R}T ~ Vx E S. {y I xRy} c_ T. This is essentially a typed 
version of dynamic logic [33], with the "Hoare triple relation" specialized to its 
original setting. If we take 
S ®x, y T =S x T, 
:x\s, 
then Cs becomes a model of classical inear logic. 
(4) C=Yeel, PsX={CC_XZlC=C°,Cnidx =0}: 
def  t t t C{R}DC~xCx , Ry, x Ry ~ yDy', 
C @ D = {((x,x'), (y, j ) )  I xCy A x'Dy'}, 
Cx ~ =X2\(C U idx). 
Cs is the category of coherence spaces and linear maps [25]. 
(5) C = 5~et, PsX = {s:~o ~XIVx  EX.3n E ~o.s(n) =x}, 
s{f}t~ff~ 3nE w. f os ~_ tod)o, 
where ~bn is the nth partial recursive function in some acceptable numbering [45]. 
Then Cs is the category of modest sets, seen as a full subcategory of o~-SPet [13]. 
(6) C--the category of SFP domains, PsD=K~2(D) (the compact-open subsets of D), 
U{f}V ~ U C_f-l(V). This yields (part of) Domain Theory in Logical Form 
[1], the other part arising from the local lattice-theoretic structure of the sets PsD 
and its interaction with the global type structure. 
(7) C-- games and partial strategies, as in [12], PsA = all sets of infinite plays, 
U{~r}V iff a is winning with respect o U, V in the sense of [10]. Then Cs is the 
category of games and winning strategies of [ 10]. 
3. The interaction category ~roc  
The theory of Interaction Categories has been proposed as a new paradigm for 
the semantics of sequential and concurrent computation [3, 4, 7]. The term encom- 
passes certain known categories (the category of concrete data structures and sequential 
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algorithms [16], categories of games [10], geometry of interaction categories [11]) as 
well as several new categories for concurrency. The fundamental examples of con- 
current interaction categories are 5¢~roc [3], the category of synchronous processes, 
and .dSP~roc [4], the category of asynchronous processes. The category 5(,~roc will 
be defined in this section; later we will use a specification structure over 5P~roc to 
construct another interaction category. 
The general picture of interaction categories i  that the objects are types, which we 
also think of as specifications; the morphisms are concurrent processes which satisfy 
these specifications; and composition is interaction, i.e. an ongoing sequence of com- 
munications. The dynamic nature of composition in interaction categories i  one of the 
key features, and is in sharp contrast o the functional composition typically found in 
categories of mathematical structures. 
There is not yet a definitive axiomatisation of interaction categories, although some 
possibilities have been considered [23]. The common features of the existing examples 
are that they have *-autonomous tructure, which corresponds to the multiplicative 
fragment of classical inear logic [25]; products and coproducts, corresponding to the 
additives of linear logic, and additional temporal structure which enables the dynamics 
of process evolution to be described. 
In this section we briefly review the definition of 5¢~roc, the category of synchronous 
processes. Because the present paper mainly concerns the use of specification structures 
for deadlock-freedom, we omit the features of 5t~,~roc which will not be needed in later 
sections. More complete definitions can be found elsewhere [7, 23]. 
3.1. Processes 
A labelled transition system (LTS) [36] is a triple (S,L,----~) where S is a set of 
states, L is a set of labels, and ~ C_ S x L x S is the transition relation. We write 
s a~s, for (s ,a ,s ' )E ,. 
A process representative with sort or alphabet L is a distinguished state of an LTS 
whose set of labels is L. We will usually define process representatives by giving a 
list of transitions (which define an LTS if the set of states is taken to consist of all 
the states appearing in the transitions) and indicating a distinguished state. It is also 
possible to present a process representative diagrammatically, as a distingushed node of 
a directed graph with labelled edges, in which case the edges of the graph correspond 
to transitions. 
Given an LTS, strong bisimulation [36] is defined as a relation on the set of states. 
Because LTSs can be combined by disjoint union, we can consider strong bisimulation 
to be a relation on the set of all processes with a given sort. All of these definitions are 
standard; see [36] for a full discussion of the theory of strong bisimulation. We will 
work with equivalence classes of process representatives modulo strong bisimulation, 
and use the term process to refer to an equivalence class. We will generally write "="  
for process equivalence, but may sometimes use "~"  to emphasise that the equivalence 
is strong bisimulation. We write Proc(L) for the set of processes with sort L. 
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3.2. Traces 
A trace over a set L is a finite sequence of elements of L. We write L* for the 
Kleene closure of L (the set of all traces over L). We write L °s for the set of infinite 
sequences of elements of L. We denote the empty trace by e, and the concatenation 
of traces s and t by st. We do not distinguish notationally between the element a and 
the trace consisting of just a. 
In an LTS (S,L,----+) we introduce the notation s~*s  ~. I f  t=ala2...a, then 
ai s~*  s' means 3So=S, Sl . . . . .  s,=s~ES.ViE{1 .. . . .  n}.si_l ~si. 
The transition s ': >* s ~ exists if and only if s - - s  t. 
I f  P is a process with sort L, then alltraees(P) C_ (L*) UU" and traces(P) c (L*) are 
defined coinductively by 
alltraces(P) ~r {e} U {a¢ I P "> Q, a E alltraces(Q)}, 
traces(P) der {o" E alltraces(P) I (7 is finite}. 
I f  P is thought of as a distinguished node in a labelled directed graph, then traces(P) 
is the set of sequences labelling finite paths from the distinguished node. 
Given any set L, the process nilL has sort L and no transitions (it is the unique state 
in the LTS ({nilL},L,(~)). We will abbreviate nilL by nil if the sort is clear from the 
context. 
3.3. The category 
An object of 5a~roc is a pair A = (ZA,SA) in which S~ is a set of actions and 
SA c_ "epref Z~ is a safety specification, i.e. a non-empty prefix-closed subset of Z~'. We 
often refer to ZA as the sort or alphabet of A. 
If  A is an object of 5"~roc, a process of type A is a process P with sort ZA such 
that traces(P)C_ SA. There is always at least one process of type A, namely nilzA, 
which may also be written nilA or simply nil. The fact that P is a process of type A 
is expressed by the notation P:A. 
The most convenient way of defining the morphisms of 5P~roc is to define a 
,-autonomous tructure on objects, and then say that the morphisms from A to B 
are processes of the internal hom type A --o B. This style of definition is typical of 
interaction categories; definitions of ,-autonomous categories of games [ 1 O] follow the 
same pattern. Given objects A and B, the object A ®B has 
X~ A@ B de e ~f f , A X z~ B 
SA®8 der {o C Z*®8 I fst*(a) C SA, snd*(a)  C $8}. 
For any sets X, Y and function f : X --+ Y, f *  : X* --~ Y* is the trace extension of f .  
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The duality is trivial on objects: A ± de f A. This means that at the level of  types, 
~roc  makes no distinction between input and output. Later, however, we will con- 
struct a category in which this distinction is present. 
The definition of ® makes clear the extent to which processes in 5P~roc are syn- 
chronous. An action performed by a process of type A ® B consists of a pair of  actions, 
one from the alphabet of A and one from that of B. Thinking of A and B as two ports 
of the process, synchrony means that at every time step a process must perform an 
action in every one of its ports. 
For simplicity, we shall work with .-autonomous categories in which A ±± =A,  
and A -o B de=f (A ®B±)  ±, A~B def (A ± ®B±)±.  In ~roc ,  we have A =A ±, and 
hence AT~B =A --o B =A ® B. Not all interaction categories exhibit this degeneracy of 
structure: in particular the category 5P~rocD of deadlock-free processes, which will be 
defined in Section 5, gives distinct interpretations to ® and 7y. 
A morphism p :A--~B of 5P~roc is a process p of type A ---o B (so p has to satisfy 
a certain safety specification). Since A --0 B =A ® B in ~.~roc, this amounts to saying 
that a morphism from A to B is a process of type A ® B. The reason for giving the 
definition in terms of--o is that it sets the pattern for all interaction category definitions, 
including cases in which there is less degeneracy. 
If  p : A ~ B and q : B --~ C then the composite p; q : A --* C is defined by labelled 
transitions, in the style of Plotkin's "structural operational semantics" [44]: 
P (a.b) p, q ~b,~. I q, 
p; q (a'c I pt; ql 
At each step, the actions in the common type B have to match. The processes being 
composed constrain each other's behaviour, selecting the possibilities which agree in B. 
An example of composition is shown in Fig. 1. This ongoing communication is the 
"interaction" of interaction categories. I f  the processes in the definition terminated after 
a single step, so that each could be considered simply as a set of pairs, then the labelled 
transition rule would reduce to precisely the definition of relational composition. This 
observation leads to the 6P~roc slogan: processes are relations extended in time. 
We have to prove that composition is well-defined with respect o strong bisimula- 
tion, and that a composite process satisfies the appropriate safety specification. 
Proposition 2. I f  p,  p'  : A ~ B and q, qP : B ~ C with p ~ p'  and q ,-~ q~ then p; q 
pl ; q£ 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that the relation 
{(P; q, P'; q') I P, P'  C Proc(ZA 48) ,  q, q' E Proc(S8 ~ c), P ~ P', q "~ q'} 
is a strong bisimulation. For more details of proof techniques for strong bisimulation, 
see [36]. [] 
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P q 
P ;q  
Fig. 1. Composition in .9~garoc. 
Proposition 3. I f  traces(p) C SA-o B and traces(q) c_ SB< c 
SA --o C. 
then traces(p;q) C_ 
Proof. Suppose s E traces(p; q). Then there are t E traces(p) and u E traces(q) such 
that fst*(s)= fst*(t), snd*(s)= snd*(u), and snd*(t)= fst*(u). From the definitions 
Of SA-oB and SB~c, fst*(t)CSA and snd*(u)CSc.  Hence scSA~c.  [] 
The following definitions will be useful in the rest of this section and later. 
Definition 4. If A is an object of ~roc  and s E SA, then 
SA(S) % f {a E SA I sa C SA}. 
If P is a process with sort S and S C_neprefz* then the process P rS, also with sort S, 
is defined by the transition rule 
p a Q a6S  
PIS a Qi(S/a), 
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where S/a de f {0" ] aa  E S}. Note that the condition a E S in the transition rule refers to 
the singleton sequence a rather than the action a. 
If  A is an object of 5P~roc and s E SA then the object A/s is defined by 
Z A/s de_f ,S A, 
SA/,, ~f SA/S. 
The identity morphisms are synchronous buffers or wires: whatever is received by 
idA: A---~A in the left copy of A is instantaneously transmitted to the right copy (and 
vice versa - there is no real directionality). 
The identity morphism ida :A---*A is defined by ida def id ISA~A where the process 
id with sort SA--oA is defined by the transition rule 
aESA 
id (a,a~ id 
Proposition 5. 5~roc  is a category. 
Proof. To prove that composition is associative and that identities work correctly, the 
strategy is to show that a suitable relation on processes is a strong bisimulation. To 
prove that p; (q; r)  = (p; q); r for all p : A -~ B, q : B -* C and r : C -* D, the relation 
is 
{(p; (q; r), (p; q); r)  I P • Proc(Z'A ~B), q • Proc(XB ~ c), r E Proc(2:c ~ D)}- 
To prove that p; idB = p for all p:A---*B, the relation is 
{(p; id, P) I P E Proc(SA~B)} 
where id has sort Z,B-~B. In each case, the fact that the relation is a bisimulation 
follows easily from the transition rules defining composition. [] 
3.4. 5#~roc as a .-Autonomous Category 
The definitions of ® and (_)_L can now be extended to morphisms, making them 
into functors. I f  p : A ---+ C and q : B ~ D then p ® q : A ® B ---+ C ® D and p± • C ± ---* A ± 
are defined by transition rules 
P (a,c) p, q (b,a)q, P (a,c I p, 
((a,b),(e,d)) f f p± (c'a I pl±" 
p®q ~ ®qP 
As with composition, it is straightforward to check that ® respects trong bisimulation 
and that p ® q satisfies the required safety specification. 
The tensor unit I is defined by 
z~ %r {.} s~ d~J {." In<~o}. 
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The following notation provides a useful way of defining the structural morphisms 
needed to specify the rest of the *-autonomous structure. If P is a process with sort 
S, and f : S ~ S' is a partial function, then P[f]  is the process with sort U defined 
by 
p a ,Q  a~dom(f )  
p[f] f(a~ O[f] 
The canonical isomorphisms unitla : I®A~-A, unitrA :A®I~--A, assoeA,B,C :A® 
(B®C)~(A®B)®C and symmA,B:A®B~B®A are defined below. We use a 
pattern-matching otation to define the partial functions needed for the relabelling op- 
erations; for example, (a,a) H ((*,a),a) denotes the partial function which has the 
indicated effect when its arguments are equal. 
unitla d ef idA[(a,a) ~ ((e,a),a)], 
unitrA ~idA[(a,a) H ((a,.),a)],  
aSSOCA,8,C d___ef ida ® (8 ® c)[((a, (b, e)), (a, (b, c))) H ((a, (b, c)), ((a, b), e))], 
symmA,8%f idA®s[((a,b),(a,b)) ~-+ ((a,b),(b,a))]. 
If f :A®B- -*C  then A( f ) :A - -+(B-oC)  is defined by 
A( f )  def f[((a,b),e) ~ (a,(b,e))]. 
The evaluation morphism APA,B : (A-oB)  ®A ~ B is defined by 
def 
APA, 8 ----- idA-oS[((a,b),(a,b)) ~ (((a,b),a),b)]. 
All of the structural morphisms are essentially formed from identities, and the only 
difference between f and A( f )  is a reshuffling of ports. 
If P is a process of type A then P[a ~ (*,a)] is a morphism I---~A which can be 
identified with P. This agrees with the view of global elements (morphisms from I, in 
a *-autonomous category) as inhabitants of types. 
Proposition 6. 5~roc is a compact closed category. 
Proof. Verifying the coherence conditions for ® is straightforward, given the nature 
of the canonical isomorphisms as relabelled identities. The properties required of A and 
Ap are equally easy to check. Since ( - )± is trivial, it is automatically an involution. 
This gives the *-autonomous structure; compact closure follows from the coincidence 
of ® and ~i'. [] 
The following result on relabellings will be useful later. 
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ll' '1 __ i _A  . . . . .  _, 
F A 
Fig. 2. Using the Cut rule to connect modules. 
Lemma 7. I f  p E Proc(ZA ~8), q E Proc(Se-oc) and f :Z8 ~ So is a bijection, then 
p[(a,b) H (a, f (b))] ;  q[(b,c) ~ ( f (b ) ,c ) ]  = p;q. 
Proof. It follows from the definitions of relabelling and composition that the relation 
{(p[(a,b ) ~ (a, f (b  ) )]; q[(b,c) H ( f (b  ),c)], p; q)[ p ~ Proc(ZA ~s) ,  
q E Proc(ZB--o c)} 
is a bisimulation. [] 
3.5. Compact closure and multi-cut 
As we have already seen, the linear type structure of 6P~roc is quite degenerate. 
Specification structures can be used to enrich the specifications of 6P~roc to stronger 
behavioural properties. This will have the effect of "sharpening up" the linear type 
structure so that the degeneracies disappear. 
Our point here is that the looser type discipline of 6e~roc can actually be useful 
in that it permits the flexible construction of a large class of processes within a typed 
framework. In particular, compact closure validates a very useful typing rule which we 
call multi-cut. The usual Cut rule 
~- F,A ~- A,A ± 
~-F,A 
allows us to plug two modules together by an interface consisting of a single port [5], 
as in Fig. 2. This allows us to connect processes in a tree structure, as in Fig. 3(a), 
but not to construct cyclic interconnection networks as in Fig. 3(b). The problem with 
constructing a cycle occurs at the final step, when two processes must be plugged 
together on two ports simultaneously as in Fig. 3(c). Cyclic connections would be 
supported if we had the following binary version of the Cut rule: 
F,A~,A2 ~- A,A~,A~ 
F-F,A 
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. Cyclic and acyclic networks. 
(c) 
or more generally the "multi-cut" rule: 
I- F,A t- l't,A ± 
R F,F'  
This rule is not admissible in Linear Logic and cannot in general be interpreted in 
.-autonomous categories. However, it can always be canonically interpreted in a com- 
pact closed category (and hence in particular in 6¢~roc) as the following construction 
shows. 
Let F=Al  . . . . .  Am, F'=B1 ....  ,Bn, A=CI  . . . . .  Ck and write 
A=A1 @ ' "  @Am, /Y=BI e "-" @Bn, C=CI  @ ---  @Ck, 
~'± =(c,  ® ... ®q)±~-c~e ... ®@. 
Suppose that the proofs of ~- F, A and R F', A' are interpreted by morphisms 
. . . .  ± 
f "I---~A®C 9 : I - -+B®C 
respectively. Then we can construct the required morphism h: I  ~.~ ®/~ as follows: 
feg  
, /®/  ~ (d®51®(~®5 ±) 
,,/®(c, ®c¢)® ... ®(q  ®c{)®~ 
evaluate 
~®i®. . .®i@/~ 
Note that in a compact closed category I = A_ so A ± =A--oi .  Arrows labelled by 
are canonical isomorphisms, and the morphism evaluate is id ® Ap ® ...  @ Ap @ id. 
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In the case where k = 1 this construction is the internalization of composition in 
the category (using the autonomous tructure) so it properly generalizes the standard 
interpretation of  Cut. Some related notions, arising in work on coherence in compact 
closed categories, can be found in the literature [17, 30]. 
The above use of compact closed structure to interpret cyclic networks goes back 
to [3, 4]. In recent work, Joyal et al. [29] have axiomatised feedback in monoidal 
categories (in their terminology a trace) and observed that every compact closed cat- 
egory is traced. This provides an appropriate general setting for the above calculation. 
For a discussion of connections between traced monoidal categories and computational 
structures, see [6]. 
It is useful to introduce some notation for the operation of cycle formation. If 
P E Proc(~,At®...®.4,®B®B± ) then PC Proc(SAt®...®A,) is defined by the transition rule 
(al ,...,a.,b,b) 
P ~Q 
(al,...,a.) __ 
P ~Q 
If P: A 1 ® " • ® An ® B ® B ± then P :  A1 ® " • ® An (it is straightforward to check that 
the necessary safety specification is satisfied). 
3.6. Products, coproducts and non-determinism 
The binary coproduct functor ® is defined on objects by 
-rAe8 ~f SA + SB, 
SAea d_ef {inC'(s) [s C SA} 
U {inr*(s) Is E SB}. 
In the following definitions we use the operation + on processes for non-deterministic 
sum of labelled transition systems (the standard + operation of CCS [36]). If p :A ---+ C 
and q : B ~ D then p ® q : A ® B --+ C @ D is defined by 
p@qdef p[(a,c) ~-+ (inl(a),inl(c))] 
+ q[(b,d) ~ (inr(b), inr(d))]. 
The insertions inlA,8 :A---~A ®B and inrA,8 :B--~A @B are defined by 
def  
inlA,8 = idA[(a,a) ~-+ (a, inl(a))] 
inrA,B ~f id~[(b,b) H (b, inr(b))] 
and, for p:A---,C, q:B---~C, [p,q]:A®B---~C is 
def  r .  . 
[p, q] = Ptta, c) ~ (inl(a),c)] 
+ q[(b,c) ~ (inr(b),c)]. 
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Proposition 8. The above definitions make A ® B a coproduct of A and B. 
Proof. Suppose p:A---~C and q:B---,C. We first need to check that inl;[p,q]=p. 
The definitions of [p, q] and composition mean that 
inl; [p, q] (a,c~ inl; p'[(a,c) ~-* (inl(a),c)] ~=~ p (a,c~ p,. 
Since in l= id [ (a ,a )~ (a, inl(a))], Lemma 7 shows that 
inl; p'[(a,c) ~ (inl(a),c)] = id; p '=  p'.  
Hence inl; [p, q] and p are bisimilar. 
Symmetrically, inr; [p, q] = q. 
Now suppose that h:A~B---*C with in l ;h=p and in r ;h=q.  There is a trivial 
possibility to dispose of: if h = nil then p = nil and q = nil, and [p, q] = nil = h. 
Otherwise, the type of h means that its first transition has one of two forms: either 
(inl(a),c) 
h ~h /
or  
(inr(b),c) 
h , h/. 
In the first case, because in l ;h= p, we have p (a,c~ pp with in l ;h '= p~. The safety 
specification ofA OB means that we can consider h ~ as a morphism in l (A)~ C, where 
the object inl(A) is defined by 
Sinl(A ) de~ {inl(a) i a E SA}, 
def" {in[~(s) [s E SA}. Sinl(A) = 
Now we have 
p'[(a,c) ~ (inl(a),e)] = (inl; h')[(a,e) ~ (inl(a),c)] 
= inl[(a, inl(a)) ~ (inl(a), inl(a))]; h' 
= idinl(A); h ~ 
-~_ h I. 
Similarly, in the second case we have q ~SQ~ q~ and h ~ =q~[(b,c)H (inr(b),c)]. 
Finally, note that the first transition of h is the same as that of either p[(a, c) 
(inl(a),c)] or q[(b,c) H (inr(b),c)] as appropriate. Hence, h is bisimilar to p[(a,c) 
(inl(a),c)] + q[ (b ,c )~ (inr(b),c)], which is the definition of [p, q]. [] 
Since ~ is a coproduct, its dual is a product; because all objects of 6¢~roc are 
self-dual, this means that A ® B is itself also a product of A and B - so, in fact, a 
biproduct. 
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We will use the notation A & B for the product of A and B, in line with the standard 
notation for the additive connectives of linear logic [25]. In 5e~roc, A & B is the same 
object as A®B, but we will use the product notation when we want to emphasise 
the product properties. Exploiting the self-duality of 5~roc objects, we can define 
projections and pairing as follows: 
7ZA def inl ±, 
na d--ef inr ± ' 
(P, q) ~f [p, q]±. 
There is also a zero object 0 which has ~0 dezf 0 and So def {e}. 
Proposition 9. The object 0 is initial and terminal in 6P~roc. 
Proof. The only safe trace for 0 is the empty trace, so a morphism A --~ 0 cannot make 
any transitions and must be nil. Similarly for a morphism O~A.  [] 
When a category has biproducts and a zero object, it is possible to define a com- 
mutative monoid structure on each homset [34]. If p,q:A ~ B then p + q:A--*B is 
defined by 
p + q ~f A -~ A O A [P~]B 
= A (PA) B~B ~ B, 
where AA clef (ida, ida) is the diagonal and V'B ~f [idB, idB] the codiagonal. The unit is 
defined by 0A ~ 8 d_ef A ---+ 0 --* B. 
In 5~roc,  this construction yields the non-deterministic sum of CCS (when strong 
bisimulation is taken as the notion of equivalence). The proof of Proposition 9 shows 
that the unique morphisms into and out of 0 are nil processes, and so 0A~B is also nil. 
To unravel the definition of +, consider the composition (p, q); VB. Pairing creates a 
union of the behaviours of p and q, but with disjointly labelled copies of B. Composing 
with V'B removes the difference between the two copies. A choice can be made between 
p and q at the first step, but then the behaviour continues as behaviour of p or 
behaviour of q. 
3. 7. Time 
So far, all of the constructions in 5e~roc have been essentially constructions on 
relations, extended uniformly through time. The next step is to define an operator 
which allow the temporal structure of the morphisms to be manipulated. 
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The basic construction dealing with time is the unit delay functor o. It is defined on 
objects by 
ZoA d_ef {,} -~- •A, 
u sA}. 
It is notationally convenient to write * instead of inl(*), assuming that • ¢~ XA. Given 
f :A -+ B, o f  : oA -+ o B is defined by the single transition o f  (*'*~ f .  
It is straightforward to check that o is indeed a functor. In fact it is a strict monoidal 
functor. 
Proposit ion 10. There are isomorphisms 
monA,8 " (oA) ® (oB) ~ o (A ®B) 
(natural in A and B) and monunit :I ~ o I. 
• (*,*). 
Proof. monun i t : I  ~ o I is defined by monunlt )ldl. 
monA,B " (oA) ® (oB) ~ o (A ®B) is defined by monA,B ((*'*)'/)idA®B. 
In both cases the inverse is obtained by considering the process as a morphism in 
the opposite direction. It is easy to check that these are isomorphisms and that mon 
is natural. [] 
The most important feature of  o is that it has the following unique fixed point 
property (UFPP) [7]. 
Proposit ion 11. For any objects A and B, and any morphisms f :A---+ o A and 
g : oB--+B, there is a unique morphism It(f,  g):A---+B such that 
A 
It(f,g) 1 
B(  
f 
~oA 
oB 
g 
olt(f ,g) 
commutes. 
Proof. The equational condition that the square commute, namely 
It(f, g) = f ;  olt(f, g); g, 
can be read as a guarded recursive definition of  It(f ,  g). It is standard in concurrency 
theory that such a definition has a unique solution [36]. [] 
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We will not go into the applications of this property in the present paper, except o 
mention that it supports guarded recursive definitions [7, 23] and is an important part 
of a proposed axiomatisation of interaction categories [23]. The notation I t ( f ,  g) is 
intended to suggest iteration. 
4. Specification structures over interaction categories 
4.1. The sequence of definitions 
Suppose C is a ,-autonomous category with a notion of a set of elements of each 
type, written Elem(A) (in ~roc  an element of type A is a process P of type A, 
which may be identified with a morphism P : I --~ A). The following sequence of steps 
provides a convenient way to define a specification structure S. This sequence will be 
used in the present paper when defining specification structures over ~9~roc; it mirrors 
the sequence already used in the definition of ~roc  itself. 
(1) Define PsA for each A. 
(2) For each A, define a relation of satisfaction: ~A C Elem(A) x PsA. 
(3) Define ( - )~.  
(4) Define ®A,B and hence ~A,B and --oA,B. 
(5) Define the Hoare triple relation by 0{f}49 ~=~ f ~A-~B 0 --o 49. 
(6) Verify that the desired structure of C, including the *-autonomous structure, lifts 
to Cs. 
For reference, we will now list the definitions and conditions which are needed to 
lift the relevant structure of C to Cs. In the present paper, we are interested in the 
,-autonomous structure, products and coproducts, the unit delay functor, and the UFPP. 
4.2..-Autonomous structure 
For every pair A,B of objects we need an operation 
®A,B : PsA x PsB--~ Ps(A ® B). 
When writing this and similar operations, we will usually omit the subscripts. To 
define the functor ®:Cs x Cs ~ Cs we need, for every O, 49, ~b, p c PsA,PsB, PsC, PsD, 
f :A~C and g :B~D,  
O{f}~9, 49{g}P ~ (0 ® 49){f ® g}(~b ® p). 
Then 
(A, 0) ® (B, 49) de~ (A ® B, 0®A,849). 
We need Is E Psi in order to define the tensor unit in Cs by (I, Is). 
To lift the symmetric monoidal structure of C to Cs we need the following condi- 
tions, for every 0, 49, ~b E PsA, PsB, PsC: 
(0 ® (49 ® ~b )){assocA,B,C }( ( O ® 49) ® ~9 ), 
(Is @ O){unitlA}O, 
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(O®Is){unitrA}O, 
(0 ® (b){symmA,B}(~b ® 0). 
For each object A we need an operation 
(-- )~A : PsA ---+ Ps(A ±) 
and we can then define 
(A, 0) ± def (A±, 0~ ). 
In order to define the functorial action of ( - )±  on Cs we need, for every O,~b EPsA, 
PsB and f : A --~ B, 
O{f }c~ =~ q~ { f  ± }O~A . 
The operations 
zP A,8 : PsA × PsB ~ Ps(A --o B), 
--°A,8 :PsA x PsB ~ Ps(A -o B), 
can be defined by 
0WABq~dcf ± ± ± 
, = (0A ®A±,~ q~B )A± O~--, 
± ± 0__oA,~ def (0®A,8-4~8 )A ® B±' 
and the property / s  by 
[S def IS±. 
To lift the closed structure we need, for every O,~b,~9 c PsA,PsB, PsC and f :A® 
B -+ C, 
(0 ® ~b){f}~h ~ O{A(f)}(c~ -o ~) 
and 
((0 --o ~b) ® O){ApA,8}~b. 
4.3. Products and coproducts 
For every pair A,B of objects we need an operation 
&A,B : PsA × PsB-~ Ps(A &B). 
This enables the product in Cs to be defined on objects by 
(A,O)&(B,(o) ~ (A &B,O&A,8 c~). 
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For functoriality, it must be the case that for every f : A ~ C, g : B ~ D and 0, q~, ~k, p E 
PsA,PsB, PsC, PsD, 
O{f}~, ~{g}p ~ (0 & ~b){f & g}(~ & p). 
Additionally, we need 
(0&~){~A}0 
(0 e, ~){~}~ 
and, for f :C -+A,  g:C---+B, 
@{f}O, @{O}~b ~ @{(f, 9)}(O& ~b). 
The treatment of  coproducts is dual. 
4.4. Unit delay 
For each object A we need an operation 
OA : PsA --+ Ps( oA ) 
in order to define the unit delay on Cs by 
o(A, O) deal (oA, oaO). 
For functoriality we need, for each f :A  ~ B and O, q5 C PsA, PsB, 
O{f}(a =~ oO{of} o ~b. 
Lifting the UFPP to Cs requires that if f : A ~ oA and g : oB ~ B with O, q~ E PsA, PsB, 
O{f} o 0, o~b{g}~b  O{It(f, g)}q~. 
4.5. Examples 
A major example of a specification structure over 5e~roc is the subject o f  the rest 
of this paper. For illustrative purposes, we now give two examples of constructions 
which are not specification structures. 
(1) Consider a variation on 5¢~roc in which objects are simply alphabets and there is 
no safety requirement on morphisms. Formally, consider the full subcategory of 5e~roc 
consisting of all objects of the form A = (ZA, Z~ ). Call this subcategory qlS~roc ("un- 
safe 5e~roc"). 
It might appear that we can define a specification structure S on ~llS¢~roc by 
Ps(A) = {X[X  cnepref ~,~}, 
p ~X ~ traces(p) C_X, 
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or equivalently, in terms of the Hoare triple relation 
X{f}V ¢e~ {fst*(s) I s ~ traces(f)} CA" 
A{snd*(s) [s E traces(f)} C Y. 
The intention would be that °lldf~rocs is equivalent to 6P~roc, in other words that 
5P~roc could be defined by first defining qlrP~roc and then adding the safety specifi- 
cations by means of a specification structure. 
However, S does not satisfy the specification structure axioms: if X C 27* then we 
do not have X{idA}X, because {fst*(s) I s c traces(idA)} = 2;*. 
(2) Given any set So, consider the full subcategory of 5a~roc with just the object 
U = (2;u,27~). Call this category 3-~roc ,  ("typeless ~roc" ) .  We might attempt to 
define a specification structure S over ~--5~roc, with the intention that 3--Sa~rocs i
equivalent to ~llS~roc as in the previous example: 
Ps(U) = gasu, 
p ~X ~ traces(p) C_X*. 
Again, we could instead define the Hoare triple relation 
X{f}Y  ~ { fst*(s) I s ~ traces(f)} c_X* 
A{ snd*(s) Is E traces(f)} C_ y*. 
As before, the specification structure axioms are not satisfied, because the identity 
morphism in 3-Se~roc does not lift to an identity morphism on an object (U,X) of 
3-5/'~'rocs. I fX  C 2;0 then we do not have X{idu}X because there are traces  of idu 
which contain actions in 27v -X .  
These examples indicate that an alphabet and a safety specification constitute the 
minimum type information which can be used as the basis for an interaction category. 
5. A specification structure for deadlock-freedom 
Throughout this paper, deadlock means termination. A more refined treatment might 
consider unsuccessful termination as deadlock; the view taken here is that all termi- 
nation is unsuccessful. In fact, given the synchronous nature of 5a~roc, successful 
termination is not especially interesting because all processes would have to terminate 
simultaneously. A process may have both terminating and non-terminating behaviours, 
but a deadlock-free process is one which has no maximal finite behaviours. For ex- 
ample, the process a.b.nil can deadlock; the process P defined by P = a.P + &nil can 
deadlock although it can also generate the infinite trace a~°; the process Q defined by 
Q = a.b.Q is deadlock-free. 
Deadlock-freedom is not preserved by composition: two processes may individually 
be deadlock-free, but when forced to communicate hey could deadlock each other by 
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being unable to agree on a sequence of actions to perform. For example, if the CCS 
processes P and Q are defined by P -- a.b.P and Q = 8.c.Q then composing them means 
forming the process (PIQ)\{a,b,c}. In this process, P and Q can communicate for 
a single step, but then deadlock occurs because P must do b next while Q can only 
do c. 
In order to construct a category of deadlock-free processes which are guaranteed 
to remain deadlock-free when composed with each other, more information is needed 
than just the fact that a process runs forever. We will build suitable additional infor- 
mation into the objects by constructing a specification structure over 6e~roc. In fact, 
we will construct wo specification structures, based on different approaches to spec- 
ifying deadlock-freedom. It turns out, however, that the two specification structures 
are equivalent in a strong sense, and lead to isomorphic categories. Each approach 
has its advantages: the ready specification approach is easier to motivate, while the 
sets of processes approach appears more general. In both cases, there is a strong 
analogy between the treatment of deadlock-freedom and proofs of strong normalisation 
in Classical Linear Logic [2, 25]. 
In Section 5.1 we discuss ready specifications and define the specification structure R. 
However, we do not immediately prove that R is a specification structure. In Section 5.4 
we define a specification structure D, based on sets of processes, such that 6P~roco 
is the desired category of deadlock-free processes; this section contains most of the 
proofs necessary to establish that the structure of 5a~roc lifts to 5P~rocD. In Section 6 
we prove that D and R are equivalent. This equivalence nables us to deduce that R is 
a specification structure, and to fill in the proofs omitted from Section 5.4. It turns out 
that although the proofs of the basic specification structure properties are most easily 
carried out in D, the proofs that the product and coproduct structure lift are more easily 
expressed in the language of ready specifications. Finally, we prove that the categories 
5¢~rocD and 5P~rocR are isomorphic. 
5.1. Ready specifications 
The reason why deadlock-freedom is not generally preserved by composition in 
5e~roc is that two deadlock-free processes may, when forced to communicate, reach 
states from which no further communication is possible even though both processes 
have more actions available. This observation leads to the idea that if a type is to 
guarantee compositional deadlock-freedom, it must specify something about which ac- 
tions a process must be prepared to perform in certain states. The way in which this 
information is captured is via the notions of ready pair and ready specification. We 
will see that ready specifications arise naturally as "datatypes extended in time". 
Consider a function f :A1 ×'"  ×An---~B, with each of the types A 1 . . . . .  An and B 
determining a set of values. Suppose that in one computation step f receives n inputs 
and simultaneously produces an output. In each of the n inputs, f is prepared to receive 
any value - indeed, it is precisely this property which characterises them as inputs - 
while in the output, f is free to choose which value appears. More generally, if f is a 
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relation rather than a function, we can think of the A i and B as the types of ports rather 
than inputs or outputs. In this case, the picture of which values may appear in each 
port is more complex - some input values may not be accepted, and some outputs may 
be non-deterministic. More generally still, f may be a process with dynamic behaviour 
extending through time. Its behaviour can still be characterised by the sets of values 
which may appear in each port, but now these sets depend on the state of the process. 
If we indicate the state of a process by the sequence of actions which led to that state, 
then the following definitions are very natural. 
Definition 12. A ready pair over an 5:~roc object A=(XA,SA) is a pair (s,X) in 
which s E SA and X C XA, such that Vx EX.sx E SA. The set X is the ready set of the 
ready pair. A proper ready pair is a ready pair (s,X) with X ~ 0. The set of proper 
ready pairs over an object A is denoted by RP(A). If P is a process of type A, then 
initials(P) def {X E X A [ 3Q.P x Q}, 
readies(P) de_f {(s,S)l(e ~+* Q)/~ (X = initials(Q))}. 
For any process P, readies(P) is the set of ready pairs (s,X) representing the actions 
(those in X) in which P is ready to engage after performing a sequence s of actions. 
Note that readies(P) does not necessarily consist entirely of proper ready pairs. 
Definition 13. A process P of type A is deadlock-free if and only if there is no trace 
sESA such that P s ~. nil. Equivalently, if and only if there is no trace sESA such 
that (s,0) E readies(P). Again equivalently, if and only if whenever P s ~* Q there is 
a E XA and a process R such that Q a >R. We use the notation P J. to indicate that P 
is deadlock-free. 
For example, 
readies(a.b.nil + a.c.nil) = {(a, {a} ), (a, {b} ), (a, {c} ), (ab, 0), (ac, 0)} 
and if P = a.P, 
readies(P) = {(a", {a} In < ~o)}. 
The idea of a ready pair, and the related notions of failures and refusals, appear in the 
process algebra literature [14, 18, 28]. There, however, they are used to define semantic 
altematives to bisimulation; the use made of ready pairs in this paper is very different. 
The key definition is that of orthogonality of ready pairs. 
Definition 14. The orthogonality relation A_ on RP(A) is defined by 
(s,X) ± (t, r )  ~ ((s = t) ~ x n Y ¢ 0). 
The idea is that if (s,X) and (t, Y) are ready pairs of two processes which are 
supposed to be communicating, then (s,X) I (t, Y) means that if they have been 
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communicating so far (s = t) there is some action which they are both prepared to 
do next (X N Y ¢ !3) and thus continue the communication. If there are two ports, in 
which the respective sets of actions X and Y can occur, then connecting them together 
only results in correct communication if X N Y ~ (~. Taking the varying states of the 
processes into account leads to the definition of orthogonality of ready pairs. 
We lift the orthogonality relation to an operation of negation on sets of ready pairs. 
Definition 15. Let 0 C_ RP(A) for some object A. 
def  , .  (s,X) ± 0 ¢¢, v(t, Y) E O.(s,X) ± (t, Y) 
0" ~f {(s,X) E RP(A)I(s,X ) ± 0}. 
Defining ( - ) "  in this way from a symmetric orthogonality relation yields a self- 
adjoint Galois connection [19] and the following lemma holds for general reasons. 
Lemma 16. For 0, 4) _C RP(A), 
1. 0C4~q$±Z0 ". 
2. 0 C 0 ' ' .  
3. O -k -  = O'. 
Definition 17. A ready specification over an object A is a non-empty set 0 of proper 
ready pairs over A, satisfying 
• ((s,X) E O)/X (x EX) ~ ~Y.(sx, Y) ~ O, 
• (sx, Y)E 0 ~ ~X.[(s ,X)EOAxEX].  
The set of ready specifications over A is denoted by RS(A). 
Because only deadlock-free processes are of interest in this section, it is convenient 
to restrict attention to those objects of 5e~roc whose safety specifications do not force 
termination. Such objects are called proyressive. 
Definition 18. An object A of 5P~roc is progressive if
Vs E SA.3a E SA.sa E SA. 
The full subcategory of 5e~roc consisting of just the progressive objects is denoted by 
~rOCpr. 
~°~rOCpr inherits all the structure of 5a~roc, apart from the zero object. The speci- 
fication structure for deadlock-freedom will be defined over 5P~i~rOCpr. 
Proposition 19. I f  A is progressive then lIP(A)c RS(A). 
Proof. We need to check that RP(A) satisfies the closure conditions of Definition 17. 
For the first, suppose that (s ,X)E RP(A) and x EX. Then sx E SA by the definition of 
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ready pair. Since A is progressive, there is a E Sn such that sxa E SA. This means that 
(sx, {a}) E RP(A). 
For the second, observe that if (sx, Y)ERP(A) then (s,{x})ERP(A) with xE 
{x}. [] 
Corollary 20. I f  A is proyressive then RS(A) ¢ O. 
Proposition 21. For any object A of 5~rocp,, the following hold. 
(1) RP(A) ±± = RP(A), 
(2) RP(A) ± = {(s, L'A(s))}) I s E SA}. 
Proof. (1) RP(A) ±± is a set of ready pairs, so RP(A)±±_CRP(A). Also RP(A)C_ 
RP(A) ±± by Lemma 16. 
(2) It is clear that {(s, ZA(s))ls E SA} J- RP(A). Conversely, suppose that (s,Y)  J_ 
RP(A). Because (s, {x})E RP(A) for every x E ZA such that sx E SA, the definition of 
orthogonality means that x E X for each such x. Hence X = SA(s) as claimed. [] 
Corollary 22. For any object A of ~rOCpr ,  and 0 c_ RP(A), 
0 ± _~{(s, ~A(s))ls E SA}. 
Proof. If 0 c_ RP(A) then {(s, ZA(s))[s E SA} = 8P(A) ± c_ 0 ±. [] 
5.2. The specification structure R 
Following the sequence of definitions in Section 4.1, we can define the specification 
structure R over 5e~rOCp,. 
Definition 23. (I) PRA ~f {0 E RS(A) I 0 ±± = 0). 
(2) P ~ 0 ~ readies(P) C_ 0. 
(3) (-)± : PRA ---+ PRA has already been defined. 
(4) 
0 7~ q~ de f {(s, U × V) [ (fst*(s), U) E 0 ±, (snd*(s), V) E q~± }£, 
0 ® 4~ def (0 ± ~, q~±)±, 
0.--.o c def o± 7~ ¢ ' 
IR ~f {(s, {.})Is E S,}. 
(5) O{f}~p ae=f f ~ 0 -o ~p. 
(6) The definitions required to lift the additive and temporal structure of 5e~roc to 
5a:rocR are 
0 & q~ ~f ({0n: (s ) ,  inl(X)) I (s,X) E 0 ± } 
LJ{(inr*(t), inr(Y)) I (t, Y) E ~bL }) ±, 
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0 ® ~ ~ (0 ± &4,±) ±, 
o0 d~f ({(~, {,})} u {(,s,X)l(s,X) E0"})', 
Proposition 24. I f  0 E PRA and P ~ 0 then P 1. 
Proof. Follows from the fact that 0 contains only proper ready pairs. [] 
Proposition 25. I f  0 E PRA then 0 _D{(s, SA(s)) Is E SA}. 
Proof. Follows from Corollary 22, because 0 = (0±) ±. [] 
As mentioned earlier, we do not yet prove that R satisfies the specification structure 
axioms. 
5.3. Example 
To illustrate the way in which ready specifications rule out deadlocking compositions, 
it is convenient to restrict attention to the first step of process behaviour. Then a process 
p:A~B is simply a subset of L'A x 2;B (i.e. a relation between 2~A and ZB), ready 
pairs are replaced by ready sets (the traces are discarded, and a ready specification is 
a set of ready sets), and satisfaction becomes p ~ 0 ¢~ p c_ 0. 
Orthogonality is defined on ready sets by X _1_ Y ¢~X N Y ~ ~, and is lifted to ready 
specifications as before. The definitions of 7g on ready specifications, and IR, become 
O~ ~= {u × V[ U EO±,V E 4~±} ±, 
/R = {{*}}, 
and as before, I~ =IR. Composition of processes is relational composition, and 
deadlock-freedom is non-emptiness. 
Consider the object A defined by SA = {a, b} (safety specifications are now irrele- 
vant). There are four ready specifications over A: 
0={{a,b}}, 
~= {{a,b},{a}}, 
~:  {{a,b},{b}}, 
0 ± = {{a,b}, {a}, {b}}. 
It is easy to check that these are all ready specifications, i.e. are ±±-invariant, and that 
there are no other possibilities. Note that ~b±= q5 and ~±= ~. 
Define p : I ~ A and q : A ~ I by p = {(,, a)} and q = {(b, *)}. The processes p and 
q are composable in 5e~rocR if and only if there is c~ E IRA such that p:(I ,  IR)--~ (A, ~) 
and q:(A,~)---~(LIR), i.e. p~IR  --o c~ and q~ --o IR. Since p;q=O, we expect 
that there should not be such an ~. The small number of possibilities for ~ make it 
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straightforward to calculate IR --o ~ and ~ -o IR in each case, and check satisfaction 
I~ ~g O 
=IR~O 
£ 
= {{,}  × VlV c 0±} ± 
= {(,, a), (*, b)}, {(*,a)}, {(*,b)}} ± 
= {{( , ,a ) , ( , ,b )}}  
directly. 
IR --o O --_ 
As expected from the ,-autonomous structure, IR --o 0 is isomorphic to 0 in a straight- 
forward way; similar calculations yield 
Ig --o 4) -- {{(,, a), (*, b)}, {(,, a)}}, 
IR --o ~ = { {(*,a),(*,b)}, {(*,b)}}, 
IR --o 0" = {{(, ,  a) , ( , ,  b)}, {(, ,  a)}, {(*, b)}}. 
Calculating 7 --o IR in each case is similar, and as expected the result is isomorphic to 
0 -o IR = {{(a, *), (b, ,)}, {(a, ,)}, {(b, ,)}}, 
q~ --o In = {{(a, *), (b, ,)}, {(a, ,)}}, 
-o IR = {{(a, ,),  (b, *)}, {(b, )}}, 
o" --o IR,= {{(a, ,), (b, , )}}.  
We can now see that the following relationships hold: 
p~lR--o4~, q~O-olR 
p~Ig-oO ±, q~p-o l~ 
but there is no choice of ready specification over A which allows p and q to be 
composed. 
The same ready specifications can be used to illustrate various cases in which 
processes can be composed: for example, if r:l---~A and s :A---~I are defined by 
r={(*,a),(.,b)} and s={(a ,* )}  then we can achieve r:(I, IR)--+(A,~) and s:(A,~) 
(LIR) by taking ~ to be O, ~b or 0 ±. 
5.4. Sets of processes 
In this section we use the same notion of deadlock-freedom, but take a different 
approach to constructing the properties required for a specification structure. 
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Definition 26. Given processes P and Q of type A, the process P M Q of type A is 
defined by 
p a p, Q ~ Q, 
PmQ ~P'MQ'  
For each type A, the orthogonality relation on the set of processes of type A is defined 
by 
P 3_ O ~ (PMQ) 1 . 
Intuitively, P L Q means that if P and Q are run in synchronous lockstep then they 
do not deadlock each other. As an example of how this is used, consider R:A--~ B 
and S : B ~ C. The behaviours of R and S in their ports of type B can be described as 
processes P and Q of type B; orthogonality of P and Q corresponds to non-deadlocking 
communication between R and S when they are combined into R; S. 
Definition 27. For each object A of ~rOCpr, Proc(A) is the set of deadlock-free 
processes of type A. The orthogonality relation is extended to sets of processes by 
defining, for U, V C Proc(A) and P :A, 
def P 3- U ¢c, VQE U.P I Q, 
UZ V~VPE U.PA_ V. 
Orthogonality then generates an operation of negation on sets of processes, defined by 
U d- dezf {PE Proc(A) IP± u}. 
For this new notion of orthogonality, we have the same result as Lemma 16. 
Lemma 28. For all U, V c_ Proc(A), 
1. UC_V~V±CU ±. 
2. UC_U ±±. 
3. U ± = U ±±±. 
We will also need some additional results. 
Definition 29. For any object A of 5V~rOCpr, the process maxA :A is defined by 
acSA 
maxA ~ max4/a 
Lemma 30. For any P E Proc(A), P / max+ 
Proof. P r3 maxA =P, so P / maxA because P~. [] 
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Lemma 31. I f  U c_ Proc(A) then U ± ¢ O. 
Proof. Lemma 30 implies that maxa C U ±. [] 
5.5. The specification structure D 
Following the sequence of definitions listed in Section 4, we can now define the 
specification structure D. 
Definition 32. (1) BoA ~f {U ± [ U c Proc(A)}. 
(2) P~U~PEU.  
(3) ( - )±  : PDA ~ PDA has already been defined. 
(4) 
U®v~f{P®Q[PEU,  QEV} ±±, 
U ~g V~ (U ± ® V± ) ±, 
U -.o vde..~f(u Q V±) A-, 
I~ d°f {maxi}. 
(5) v{ f}v~ f ~ u -o v. 
(6) The definitions required to lift the additive and temporal structure of 5¢~roc to 
5¢~roeD are 
U ~ vd~=f({P[inl]lP E U} U {Q[inr] [ Q c V}) ±±, 
U~Lvdef (u  ± 0 V± ) ±, 
oU%r {oPIPE U}. 
The following points are worth noting. 
• Lemmas 31 and 28 ensure that for each UEPo(A), U#O and U ±± =U. 
• Lemma 31 ensures that clause 3 of the definition makes sense, by guaranteeing that 
U ± E PDA for each U E PoA. 
• For any U c_ Proc(A), U ±± is the smallest ±±-invariant set of processes containing 
U. 
• There are now separate definitions relating to product (&) and coproduct (0). We 
will prove later that these connectives are distinct in the specification structure D. 
We need to check that every set of processes defined in Definition 32 is ±X-invariant. 
In every case except hat of o, this follows from the fact that for every U _C Proc(A), 
U ± is ±±-invariant (Lemma 28). 
Lemma 33. I f  U c PDA then oU E PD(oA). 
Proof. First, oU ~ 0 because U # 0. 
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Next, note that for P, QE Proe(oA), there are pt, Q~ E Proe(A) such that P= oP' 
and Q = o Qt. Furthermore, P ± Q ¢:~ P' A_ Q~. 
This means that 
(oF )  ~ = {oP IPE  U} ± 
={oQIQEU ±} 
=o(U ±) 
and hence (oU) ±± = o (U ±±) = o U. [] 
We can now prove that D satisfies the specification structure axioms. 
Lemlna 34. I f  U c V c Proc(A) then ida C U ---o V. 
Proof. We need ida E (U @ V±) ±. Now, 
(U ® V±) ± = {P®QIPe  U, QE V±} ±±± 
={PQQIPEU,  QEV±} ± 
so it is enough to show ida ± {P®QIPE  U, QE V±}. Let PE  U and QE V ±. Uc_ V 
implies V ± _c U ±, so Q E U ± and hence P ± Q. For any common trace s of  ida and 
P ® Q, fst*(s) is a trace of  P and snd*(s) is a trace of  Q, and fst*(s) = snd*(s). 
So there is an action a such that fst*(s)a is a trace of  P and snd*(s)a is a trace of 
Q. Hence, (a,a) is an action such that s(a,a) is a trace of  both ida and P®Q.  This 
means that (idA M(P®Q))L  and so ida ±P®Q.  [] 
For the next two lemmas, a slight abuse of notation is useful. I f  f :A---~B and 
P :A, there is a process P; f of  type B obtained by regarding P as a morphism I---~A, 
composing with f ,  and then regarding the resulting morphism I ~ B as a process of 
type B. Similarly, if Q : B ± there is a process f ;  Q of type A. 
Lemma 35. I f  f : A -~ B, U E PDA, V E PDB, f E U -o V and P E U, then P; f E V. 
Proof. To show that P; f E V, we will consider an arbitrary Q E v ± and show that 
P; f ± Q, thus establishing P; f E V ±± = V. 
Let Q E v ± and let s be a common trace of  P; f and Q. The definition of com- 
position means that there is a trace t of  f such that fst*(t) is a trace of  P and 
snd*( t )=s .  We have fEU  -o V, and so f ± (P®Q).  Hence there is an ac- 
tion (a,b) such that t(a,b) is a trace of f ,  fst*(t)a is a trace of P and snd*(t)b 
is a trace of  Q. Then sb is a common trace of  P ; f  and Q, so ( (P ; f )  M Q) .L as 
required. [] 
Lemma36.  I f  f : A ~ B, U E PDA, V E PDB, f E U -o V and Q E V ±, then f ; Q E 
U ± 
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 35. 
Notation. When s and t are traces of equal length, we will write s zip t for the unique 
trace u such that fst*(u)=s and snd*(u)=t.  
Theorem 37. D is a specification structure over 5e~prOCpr. 
Proof. The first requirement is that if A is any object of 5P~rOCpr and U c PDA, 
U{idA}U. This follows from Lemma 34. 
Next, suppose that A, B, C are objects of 5P~prOCpr and U E PDA, V E PDB and 
WEPDC. If f :A---~B and 9:B--~C with U{f}V and V{g}W, we need U{f;9}W. 
Thus the goal is to prove that f ; ,q±{P®QIPE U, RE W±}. 
Take P E U and Q E W ±. We need to prove that ( f ;  y) _1_ (P ® Q). Any common 
trace of f ;9  and P®Q arises from traces s and t such that f s , . f t ,  9 t~.yt ,  
fst* (s), t snd*(t), O~ 
P ~P, Q , and snd*(s)= fst*(t). Then we have 
fst*(s)zip snd*(t) t gt fst*(s)zip snd*(t~p t Q~. 
f ;9 ~ f ; P®Q ® 
snd*(s), fst*(t), t t 
This gives P; f  ~U;f ~ and 9;Q '9;Q. By Lemmas 35 and 36, P; 
fE  V and 9;RE V ±. Hence (P;f)L(y;R), so there is b such that P';f '  b ~p,,;f,, 
and f ;  Q~ b ~ 9"; Q"- By the definition of composition, there are a and c such that 
p, ~p, , ,  f ,  (a,b)f,, g, (~9, ,  and Q' c Q,,. Hence f';9' ~f " ;9"  and 
p, ®Q,(a,C) p, ®Q,, 
as required. [] 
It is now legitimate to talk about the category 5~rocD of deadlock-free processes. 
In order to prove that the ,-autonomous structure of 6¢~roc lifts to 5ag~roco, we need 
to check the various conditions listed in Section 4. As an example of the style of proof 
required, we will verify one case. 
Proposition 38. If U E IDA and V E PDB, then 
(U ® V){symmA,8}(V ® U). 
Proof. We need 
symm E (U Q V) --o (V® U), 
i.e. 
symmE((U~ V)®(V ® U)± ) ±, 
or equivalently 
symm L {P®QIPEU®V, QE(V®U)±}. 
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First, suppose that Q 6 (v  ® U) ± = {R ® S I R E V, S 6 U} ±±±, i.e. 
Q Z {R®SIREV, SEU}. 
Defining Q' ~f Q[(b,a) ~ (a,b)], it is clear that Q' ± {S®RISE U, RE V} and so 
Q' E (U ® V) ±. 
Now suppose that P E U ® V and Q 6 (V ® U) ±, and s is a common trace of symm 
and P ® Q. The definition of symm means that fst*(s) = snd*(s)[(b, a) ~ (a, b)]. Also, 
fst*(s) is a trace of P and snd*(s)[(b,a)H(a,b)] is a trace of Q'. Because P±Q', 
there is an action (a,b) available to both P and Q' after this trace. So Q can do (b,a) 
after the corresponding trace, and P ® Q can do ((a,b),(b,a)) after s. This action is 
also available to symm after s. Hence symm ± P ® Q, as required. [] 
We also need to check that the products and coproducts lift to 5f~rOCD. It turns 
out that the necessary proofs are more easily formulated in the language of ready 
specifications, and they will be postponed until Section 6, when ready specifications 
have been shown to be equivalent to sets of processes. 
We will, however, prove that the UFPP lifts to 5~rocD. 
Proposition 39. Let A, B be objects of 5~prOCpr, U E PDA and V E PDB. Let f : 
(A, U) -~ (oA, o U) and g" (oB, o V) -+ (B, V), and let h :A -+ B be the unique morphism 
in 5f,~roc satisfying h= f ;  oh; g. Then h : (A, U) -~ (B, V) in 5~roca. 
Proof. We need to prove that h ~ U --o V, i.e. that h J_ {P ® Q I P E U, Q G v ± }. We 
will prove, by induction on the length of s, that 
Vs.VPcU.VQEVZ. ( (PeQ) Nh, ",*(P'®Q')Nh' ) 
\~  3(a,b).(P ®Q')Nh'(a'bl(n" QQ")nh '' 
(Base case) s=e. Take PC U, QE V ±, RE o(U±),  SE o V. Because f LP®R 
there is a such that f (~) f '  and P ~ P£ Because g IS  ® Q there is b such that 
g(*,b),q, and Q b >Q,. The transitions of f and g give h(~'blh ', and we also have 
PoQ~P'®Q'. 
(Inductive step) Assuming the result for traces of length n, consider traces of length 
n+l .  TakePEUandQEV ±.Becausef~U-ooU andg~oV-o  V, Lemmas35 
sz iot ,  
and 36 give P ; fEoU and g ;QE°V.  Suppose hN(P®Q)  > h 'N(P 'RQ' ) .  
s zip ( *u) ,  (*u) zip ( *v ) ,  
This means that there are traces u and v with f > f ' ,  oh , k and 
( *v )z ip t ,  g'" s ) , p ,  QI. 
g Also P and Q~* Writing P; f= oR and g;Q= oS, we 
haveR~*R' - -P" - -  ,~f' ands  V~,S ,=g, ;Q£ 
Now we have 
u zip v* 
hN(R®S) , kN(R' ®S') 
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with R C U, S C V ± and length(u zip v )= n. By the induction hypothesis, there is (c, d) 
such that 
k[ - ] (RQS)  (a'b) S k tR(R /  QS') .  
So there is (a,b) such that P ' -~P ' ,  f'("'cl f " ,  Q' b ~Q,, and 9'(d'b~g ''. Hence 
p~ , (a,b) p .  ® , 
h' (Z~ f";  k'; 9" and ® Q Q . [] 
For later work it is useful to have a supply of properties over each object. 
Proposition 40. For every object A of ~rOCpr, {maxA} ±- -  Proe(A) and Proc(A) ± 
Proof, For any PC Proc(A), P_L maxA. Hence Proe(A) _1_ {maxA}. This means that 
{maxA}± 2 Proc(A); also, {maxA}± C_ Proc(A). This gives {maxA}± = Proc(A). 
For the second part, we already have {maxA} c_ Proc(A) ±. Now suppose that P ¢ 
maxA. There is a process P', a trace s and an action a C ZA such that sa C SA and 
p s ~, p, but pr cannot do a. Define Q to be the same process as P, except hat the 
node Pr is replaced by Q' where Q~ = a : maxA/sa. Then P R Q is not deadlock-free, so 
P 7~/_ Proc(A). [] 
Corollary 41. {maxA} ±± = {maxA} and Proc(A) ±± = Proc(A). 
Definition 42. For each object A of ~rOCpr, define two properties over A:inA de_f 
{maxA} and outA de f Proc(A). Thus we have inA ~ : out// and out~ = inA. 
A port of type (A, inA ) represents an input because the possible behaviour is described 
by maxA which is always prepared to engage in any action. A port of type (A, outA) 
represents a possibly non-deterministic output; no information is available about its 
possible behaviour. 
Proposition 43. For all objects A, 
(sCSA ~ 3!aCZA.saCSA) ~ (inA = outA). 
Corollary 44. ID = in /= out /= ID ~. 
There are a few useful results on combinations of in and out properties. 
Proposition 45. For any objects A and B of 5~rOCpr, 
1. inA ®inz~=inA®B. 
2. outA :~ outB = outA~,B. 
3. outA Q OUtB = outx ®B. 
4. inA :~ inB = inA~'B. 
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Proof. ( l )  Follows from the fact that maxA ® maxB = maxA®s. 
(2) Follows from 1 by duality. 
(3) Since MA ® MB = {P ® Q ] P E MA, Q E MB} x±, it is enough to prove 
{P ® Q I P c MA, Q E Ms} ± = {maxA®B}. 
Clearly 
maXA®B ± {P®Q]PEMA,  QEM~}. 
Suppose that R E Proe(A ® B) and R =7/= maXA®B. At some point in the tree of R, there 
is an action (a,b) which is unavailable. For simplicity, say that R cannot do (a,b). 
Then if P = a:maXA/a and Q = b : maxB/b, (P® Q)¢  R. 
(4) Follows from 3 by duality. [] 
Proposition 46. I f  P : A 1 7~ . . . ~A, in ~roc ,  the Ai are progressive and P J,, then 
P" (A j, OUtA, )~ ' ' '  ~(An, outA.) in ~rOCD. 
Proof. It is immediate that if P :A in 5P~roc, A is progressive and P is deadlock- 
free, then P' (A,  outA) in ,9~rOCD. By Proposition 45, the result can be obtained by 
applying this observation to the type Al~g ... ~gAn. [] 
5.6. Loss of degeneracy 
The degeneracies present in 5P~roc (coincidence of ® and ~, coincidence of & 
and ®) do not appear in 5P~rocD. 
Proposition 47. Define 5°~@roc objects A and B by XA = {a,b}, SA =~v* A, XB = {c,d}, 
S~ = 2" B. Then outA ® inB ~ outA ~ inB. 
Proof. We have 
OUtA @ inB = {P ® maxB I P ~ Proc(A)} ±±, 
outA ~ inB = (inA @ OUtB) J- 
= {maxn @ Q I Q c Proc(B)} ±. 
Defining processes X and Y of type A ® B by 
X = (b,e).X + (a,d).X, 
Y=(a ,c ) .Y+(b ,d) .Y  
it is easy to see 
X E {P ® maxs [P E Proc(A)}±, 
Y E {maxA ® Q I Q E Proc(B)} ±. 
But X ¢ Y, which means that Y ~ {P® maxB IP E Proe(A)} ±±. [] 
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Loss of compact closure is to be expected, as in general the arbitrary formation of 
cycles can lead to deadlock. Later in the paper we will present ways of constructing 
cyclic processes in particular cases. 
Proposition 48. Define 5P~roc objects A and B by ZA = {a}, SA = ~A, ZB = {b}, 
$8 = Z*~. Then OUtA @ out® ¢ OUtA & out& 
Proof. We have 
OUtA ® OUtB = ({maxA} U {maxB}) ±± 
= {maxA, maxB} ±±, 
OUtA 8¢ OUtB = (outA @ OUtB) ± 
= {maxA, max/~} ±, 
omitting inl and inr for clarity. Now, {maxA, maxB} ± = {maxA + maxB}, hut 
{maxA + maxB} ± _D{maxA + maxB, maxA, maxB} 
and so outA @ outB is strictly larger than outA & outB. [] 
Although ® and ~' are distinct in ~rocD, the Mix rule is still valid. 
Proposition 49. For any objects (A, U), (B, V) of~rocD, we have ida ~8 :(A, U)® 
(B, V) -~ (A, U) ~ (B, V). 
Proof. By Lemma 34 it is enough to show that U ® V C_ U-o  V, i.e. 
{P®QIPEU, Q~V}±±C_{R®SIRGU ±, SEV±} ±. 
This follows from 
{R®SIRcU ±, scvX}c_{P®Q[PcU, QEV} ± 
which in turn follows from 
{RQSIREU ±, SGV ±}_L {P®QIP~U, QcV}. 
TakePcU,  QEV, RCU ±,SCV ±. If 
(P ® Q) 17 (R ® S) -~*  (P' ® Q' ) r3 (R' ® S' ), 
fst*(s),) p t snd*(s), Qt S I. 
then P I-1 R R R ~ and Q [-1 S ~ R Because P ± R and Q ,L S 
there are a,b such that pr a p , ,  R t~R. ,  Q~ b ~Q", S ~ 6~S". This implies 
(P' QQ')n(R' ®S') ta'a~(P" ®Q")~(R" ®S"), and so (P®Q) _L (R®S). [] 
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6. Equivalence 
We will now prove that for each object A of 5P~rOCpr there is a bijection between 
PDA and PRA, and that this bijection preserves all the operations on properties exactly. 
Also, satisfaction of properties i  preserved. This will enable us to deduce that R is a 
specification structure (which has not yet been proved), and that ~rocR and 5P~rocD 
are isomorphic. 
6.1. Equivalence of D and R 
We now have two versions of orthogonality and of every operation on properties. 
To avoid confusion we will stick to the convention of using O, ~b .... for ready speci- 
fications and U, V,... for sets of processes, and begin by proving that the two notions 
of orthogonality are compatible. 
Lemma 50. I f  P, Q E Proc(A), then P ± Q <:~ readies(P) ± readies(Q). 
Proof. Suppose P l Q, (s,X) E readies(P) and (s, Y) E readies(Q). So P " ,* P' and 
Q~.~* Q', and orthogonality of P and Q implies that there is an action a such 
that P' ~ , P" and Q' a ) Q / / .  This means that a E initials(U) =X and a E initials(Q') 
= Y, so (s,X) ± (s, Y). 
Conversely suppose readies(P) ± readies(Q), P s ~, p, and Q ~2~* Q,. Then we 
have (s, initials(P')) E readies(P) and (s, initials(Q')) E readies(Q), and this implies 
initials(P') M initials(Q') ¢ (~. 
Thus there is an actiona such thatP~ a ,p , ,  and Q' a ,Q , ,  soP /Q.  [] 
Definition 51. Let U E PDA and 0 E PRA. 
F(O) ~ {P E Proc(A) [ readies(P) c_ 0}, 
G(U) clef U {readies(P) IP E U}. 
Proposition 52. I f  0 E PRA then GF(O) = O. 
Proof. If (s ,X)E GF(O) there is P E F(0) with (s,X)E readies(P). This means that 
(s,X) E 0, because P E F(O) ~ readies(P) C_ 0. Hence GF(O) C_ O. 
If (s ,X)E 0 then establishing (s,X)E GF(O) requires P EF(O) such that (s,X)E 
readies(P). This means finding P with readies(P)c_ 0 and (s,X)E readies(P). We 
know that (t, ZA(t)) E 0 for any trace t E SA. In maxA there is a unique state reachable 
by the trace s. By removing branches from this state, we can construct a process P 
with the required property. [] 
Proposition 53. I f  U E PDA then FG(U) = U. 
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Proof. I f  P E U then readies(P) C_ G(U), so P E FG(U). Hence U C_ FG(U). 
I f P  E FG(U) then readies(P) C_ G(U). So for any (s,X) E readies(P) there is Q E U 
such that (s,X) E readies(Q). If R E U ± and (t, Y) E readies(R), this means that (s,X) 
3_ (t, Y), because R3- Q and by Lemma 50. Hence P3_R, i.e. P E U ±±= U. Thus 
FG(U)C U. [] 
Lemma 54. Satisfaction & preserved by the correspondence between D and R, L e. 
readies(P) C_ 0 ¢:~ P E F(O), 
P E U ¢:~ readies(P) C_ G(U). 
Proof. The only non-trivial part is readies(P)C_ G(U) ::~ P E U; the others follow 
easily from the definitions of F and G. If readies(P)C_ G(U) then P E FG(U)= U. 
[] 
Lemma 55. F(0 ±) c_ F(O) ± and G(U ±) C_ G(U) ±. 
Proof. If P E F(O ±) and Q E F(O) then readies(P) C 0 ± and readies(Q) c 0, so P 3_ Q. 
If (s,X) E G(U ±) and (t, Y) E G(U) then 3P E U ± .(s,X) E readies(P) and 3Q E U. 
(t, Y) E readies(Q). Since P 1 Q, readies(P)_L readies(Q) and hence (s,X) 3_ (t, Y). 
[] 
Lemma 56. I f  O E PRA, there is a set of processes {P~ [i E I} (where I is some indexing 
set) such that 
U readies(P/) : O. 
iE l  
Proof. Define a labelled transition system whose states are the ready pairs in 0, with 
transitions defined by shape 
aEX 
(s ,X )~(sa ,  Y)" 
We have (s, ZA(s)) E 0 for each s E SA. So for any pair (sa, Y) E 0 there is the transition 
(s, ZA(S) )~ (sa, Y), which means that every state is reachable from (~, ZA(e)), except 
for any (e,X) with X¢Y,A(~). This means that the states (e,X) can be taken as the 
processes Pi. [] 
Proposition 57. F( O ± ) = F( O) ±. 
Proof. It is enough to prove F(O) ± C_ F(O ±). I f  P E F(0) ± then P 3_ F(O). Let Q1 . . . . .  
Q, be such that readies(Q])U. . ,  u readies(Qn)= 0. Each Qi E F(0), hence P1 Qi 
for each i. So readies(P) 1 0 and hence readies(P) _c 0 ±. Thus P E F(O ±). [] 
Proposition 58. G(U ± ) = G(U) ±. 
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Proof. 
G( U) ± = G(F( G( U) ±)) 
-_ G(F(G(U)) ± ) 
= G(U±). [] 
Corollary 59. F(O) =F(0)  ±± and G(U) = G(U) ±±. 
Proposition 60. I f  OEPRA and 49CPRB then F(O~49)=F(O)~gF(49). 
Proof. It is enough to show that F(O±~49±)=F(O±)~F(49±). Now, 
/ 
0±7~49 ± = {(s,A x B) I (fst*(s),A) E 0, (snd*(s), B) E 49}- 
and 
F( O ± )Z~F( 49± ) = F( O)± Z'gF( 49 )± 
= (F(O) ® F(49)) ± 
= {P ® Q IPEF(O), Q E F(49)} ± 
so we need to show that 
F[{(s,A x B) I (fst*(s),A) E 0, (snd*(s),B) E 49}±] 
= {P®QI P E F(O),QEF(49)} ±. 
We will consider the two inclusions eparately. If
REF({(s,A x B) I (fst*(s),A) E 0,(snd*(s),B) E 49}±), 
then 
readies(R) ± {(s,A x B)]( fst*(s),A)cO,( snd*(s),B)E49}. 
For any s,A,B with (fst*(s),A)EO and (snd*(s),B)E49, (s,X)Ereadies(R) implies 
that there is (a,b)EX with aEA and bEB. So if readies(P)C_0 and readies(Q) C_ 49, 
R ± (P ® Q). 
For the other inclusion, suppose that R ± {P® Q I P E F(O),QEF(49)}. We need 
to show that readies(R) L {(s,A x B) I (fst*(s),A) E 0, (snd*(s), B) E 49}. Let (s,X) C 
readies(R), (fst*(s),A)EO and (snd*(s),B)E49. By Lemma 56 there are P and Q 
such that PEF(O), QEF(49), (fst*(s),A) E readies(P) and (snd*(s),B) E readies(Q). 
Because R 3_ P ® Q, after the trace s there is an action (a, b) available to both R and 
P@Q. Hence (a,b)EXN(AxB).  [] 
Corollary 61. F(O @ 49) = F(O) ® F(49). 
Proof. This follows from the fact that F preserves ~ and ( - )±,  and duality of ® 
and ~'. [] 
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Corollary 62. G(U~gV) = G(U):fG(V) and G(U ® V) = G(U) ® G(V). 
Proof. 
G( U~g V) = G( FG( U )~gFG( V )) 
= GF(G(U)~gG(V)) 
= G(U)~gG(V). 
Again, G(U ® V) = G(U)® G(V) follows easily. [] 
Proposition 63. F ( O & 49) = F ( O ) & F ( c~ ) and G( U & V ) = G(U)  & G(V).  
Proof. 
F(O & O) = 
z 
z 
G(U & V)¼ 
F((O& O) ±±) 
(F(O& c~)) ±± 
{P IP ~ O & ga} ±± 
{Q[inl] + R[inr] [ Q ~= O,R ~ 4)} ±± 
{Q[inl] + R[inr] [ Q c F( O ),R E F( c~ )} ±± 
F(O)&F(c~). 
G(F(G(U)) &F(G(V))) 
G(F(G(U) & G(V))) 
=G(U)&G(V) .  [] 
Proposition 64. F(oO) = o F(O) and G(oU) = o G(U) .  
Proof. 
F(oO) = 
G(oU) = 
{P IP~ o0} 
{oQI Q ~ O} 
oF(O). 
G(oF(G(U))) 
G(F(oG(U))) 
= oa(U). [] 
Proposition 65. F(flP(A)) = OUtA and F(FIP(A) ±) = inA. 
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Proof. It is sufficient o prove the first statement. 
F(RP(A)) = {P E Proc(A) I readies(P) c RP(A)} 
= Proc(A) 
= OUtA. []  
From the definitions of RP(A) and RP(A) ±, we have that in the ready specifications 
formulation, i nA = { (s, ZA (s)) I s E SA } and o utA = {(s,X) [ s E SA, ~ :~ X (~ z~ A (S)}. This 
provides an altemative view of why the properties in and out correspond to input 
and output. A port of type in is always ready to receive any action in the available 
alphabet, whereas a port of type out can enter states in which arbitrary subsets of the 
alphabet are not available. 
6.2. Products and coproducts 
Now that the specification structures D and R have been shown to be equivalent, 
any calculations relating to deadlock-freedom can be carried out in whichever setting is 
more convenient. We have not yet proved that products and coproducts lift to 5¢~@rocD; 
we will now present the proof in terms of ready specifications. By duality, it is sufficient 
to consider products. 
Lemma 66. Let A, B be objects of SP,~rOCpr with OEPRA, (aEPRB. 
(1) I f  s-7/:e then (inl*(s),X)EO& 49 ¢¢, (s, {x[ inl(x)EX} )EO. 
(2) I f s¢~ then (inr*(s),X)EO&~ ¢~ (s, {x ] inr(x) E X})E~b. 
(3) (~,X)E0&~ ¢:~ 3U, V.(e, U)E O,(¢, V)E 49 and X= inl(U)U inr( V). 
Proof. (1) (0 )  We will show that (s, {xlinl(x)EX}) 2. (t, Y) for every (t, Y)E 0 ~. 
It is sufficient o consider (s, Y)E0±; we then need {x[inl(x) E X} N Y ~ ¢1. Since 
(inl*(s),X) E 0 & qS, the definition of 0 & ~b implies that X N inl(Y) ~ 0, and we are 
done. 
(¢=) We need (inl*(s),X)2_ (inl*(s),inl(U)) for every (s, U)EO ±. Since 
(s, {x I inl(x)ES})E 0 
we have U n {x [ inl(x) E X} ~ 0, and so X n inl(U) ~ q). 
(2) An identical argument. 
(3) (=~) Take U def {x I inl(x)EX}, V nef {x I inr(x)EX}, so thatX = inl(U)U inr(V). 
To show that (~,U)E0, consider (e,Y)~0 ±. The definition of 0&~b implies 
(e,X) ± (e, inl(Y)) and so Xninl(Y)~:O. Hence UNY¢O,  i.e. (e,U) 2. (e, Y). 
So (e,, U)E 0k±= 0. An identical argument shows that (e, V)E q~. [] 
(¢:), Suppose X=inl(U)Uinr(V) with (e,U)EO and (~,V)EqS. For any 
(e,W)C0 ±, WNU:/:~ and hence WNX~.  For any (~,Z)E~b ±, ZN V~O and 
hence XN V¢~. Thus (~,X)E0&qS. [] 
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Proposition 67. Let A, B, C be objects of oCF~rOCpr. Let f : A --+ B and 9 : A -+ C with 
O{f} (p and O{9}~b, where 0, (o, ~b E PRA, PRB, PRC. 
(1) (0 & q~){~l }0 ,
(2) (0 & qS){~z2}qS, 
(3) O{(f, 9)}(49&¢). 
Proof. (1) We need 
readies(re] ) C_ (0& ~b) --o 0 
= (e & q~)'~e 
= {(s, U × V) I (fst*(s), U) E 0 & qS, (snd*(s), V) c 0 -L }±. 
Consider any s, U, V,X with 
(fst*(s), U) C 0& q5 
(snd*(s), V) C 0 ± 
(s,X) E readies(rq). 
For some (t zip t, Y) c readies(idA) we have s = inl*(t) zip t and 
X = {(inl(a),b)i(a,b)E Y}. 
So fst*(s) = inl*(t) and snd*(s) = t. 
By Lemma 66, either (1) fst*(s)=~ and U=inl(W)Uinr(W') for some W,W' 
with (e, W)EO and (e, W')C~b, in which case we will say (t, W)EO with t=e; or (2) 
fst*(s)¢e and U=inl (W) for some W with (t, W)EO. 
Because ida ~ 0±~'0, i.e. 
readies(idA ) 2_ {(u, Z × T) I (fst*(u), Z) G 0, (snd*(u), T) G 0- }, 
in either case we have (t zip t, Y) _1_ (t zip snd*(s), W × V), so Y CI (W × V) ¢ ~). Hence 
XN(U × V)¢~), since X and U are defined by re]abe]ling Y and W. 
(2) A symmetrical argument. 
(3) We need 
readies((f, y)) 2_ {(s, U × V)I(fst*(s), U)EO, 
(snd*(s), V) E (q5 & ~)±}. 
Consider any s, U, V,X with 
(s,X) C readies((/, g)), 
(fst*(s), U) c 0, 
(snd*(s), V) • (q6 & ~b) J-. 
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There are three cases. 
(a) s = e, so that 
X = initials(f)[(a,b) ~-+ (a, inl(b))] 
U initials(g)[(a,c) ~ (a, inr(c))] 
and, by Lemma 66, V=inl(Vl)Uinr(V2) with (e, Vl)c~b ± and (e, V2)6¢ ±. 
Then f ~ 0±~'q5 implies that initials(f)N(U × VI)S0, and hence XN(U 
x v)#0. 
(b) s ¢ E and snd*(s)----inl*(t), so that X = Y[(a,b) ~ (a, inl(b))] with 
( fst* (s) zip t, Y) 6 readies(f) 
and V = inl( VI ) with (t, VI ) 6 0 ±. Then f ~ 0±~'q5 implies that (fst*(s) zip t, 
Y) 3_ ( fst*(s)zipt, U × VI); so Y r~(U × V1)¢0, and hence XN(U × V)¢O. 
(c) A symmetrical case. [] 
6.3. Ready equivalence and ±±-invariance 
It is possible that readies(P) = readies(Q) with P ~ Q, and in this case the processes 
P and Q satisfy exactly the same ready specifications. It is not possible for distinct 
processes to be contained in exactly the same sets of processes: if P :~ Q then P ~ {Q}. 
So it appears possible that sets of processes may make finer distinctions than ready 
specifications. However, if distinct processes have the same readies, they must be in 
the same ±±-invariant sets of processes, as shown by the following proposition. 
Proposition 68. I f  P6  U and readies(P) = readies(Q) then QE U ±±. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 53. Alternatively, note that if R6 U ± then readies(R) 
J_ readies(P). So readies(R) 3_ readies(Q), which means that Q6U ±1. [] 
Defining two processes to be ready-equivalent if they have the same readies, this 
result says that a ±±-invariant set of deadlock-free processes must be the union of a 
collection of ready-equivalence classes of deadlock-free processes. So membership of 
±±-invariant sets cannot distinguish processes more finely than ready-equivalence. 
6.4. The categories 5#~rOCD and oc,~rocR are isomorphic 
Theorem 69. The categories ~,c,~rocD and 5~rocR are isomorphic, i.e. there are func- 
tors .~ : ~rocD ~ d°9~roeR : (~ with ~f# = ~,~rocR and f#~ = J~roco. 
Proof. Given an object (A,U) of 5P~rocD, S (A ,U)  d~=_f (X,F(U)). Given a mor- 
phism f :(A, U) ~ (B, V) of 5P~rocD, ~( f )  def f :  (A,F(U)) ~ (B,F(V)). Note that 
if f : (A ,  U)---~ (B, V) then we have f ~ U --o V and, because of the equivalence of 
satisfaction i  D and R and the fact that F preserves the linear connectives, this gives 
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f~F(U)  --o F(V) also. Hence f really is a morphism (A,F(U))---~(B,F(V)) in 
5"~rocR. Because Y does not change morphisms, composition and identities are triv- 
ially preserved. The functor ~ is defined similarly, and the fact that .~" and ~# are 
mutually inverse follows from the fact that F and G are mutually inverse. Further- 
more, Y and f# preserve all of the structure of the categories; again, this is simply 
because F and G preserve all the structure. [] 
7. Synchronous networks 
In this section we will consider some applications of our techniques to systems of 
practical interest. There is a class of concurrent systems to which our theory is very well 
suited; we call these systems ynchronous networks. A synchronous network consists of 
a number of processes or nodes, each with various ports, which are connected together 
in some configuration. The key points are that once the network has been constructed, 
its topology does not change; and that the entire system is subject to the synchrony 
hypothesis with which we have been working throughout. The two main examples of 
synchronous networks are synchronous dataflow programs, written in languages uch 
as SIGNAL [26] and LUSTRE [27], and systolic algorithms [22]. 
Given that the topology of a network never changes, the operation of categorical 
composition (parallel composition + hiding) is suitable for forming a fixed, private 
connection between two nodes. As we have already seen in Section 3 the structure of 
a compact closed category such as 5"~roc allows arbitrary networks to be constructed 
by means of categorical operations. We are also interested in constructing networks in 
5e.~rocD, to ensure deadlock-freedom; however, loss of compact closure means that 
cyclic networks cannot be constructed without some additional analysis. By suitable 
use of the deadlock-free types in and out, and their properties, we are able to identify 
which cycles can always be safely constructed. 
In addition, Proposition 73 gives a sufficient condition for the safe construction of 
cycles which, a priori, might be unsafe. The condition is that when a cycle is formed 
by connecting one of the outputs of a network to one of the inputs, the output must 
be independent of the input. Independence means that the output produced at any time 
depends only on the input received at previous times. In the synchronous dataflow lan- 
guage Lusvr~, cycle formation is restricted so that every cycle contains a ore node; the 
ore operator in LUSTRE introduces an output which is independent of one input. Hence 
any legal cycle in a LUSTRE program satisfies our condition. Furthermore, our condition 
is the natural specialisation of Wadge's cycle sum test [47] to the synchronous case. 
Wadge attaches an integer weight to every path from input to output in every node, 
corresponding to a delay in causality. Computations of history-independent functions 
have a weight of 0, the pre node has a weight of +1, and a node which produces output 
only after consuming input has a negative weight. Deadlock in a dataflow network oc- 
curs when an output causally depends on itself; if the sum of the weights around every 
cycle is strictly positive, then this cannot happen. Wadge does not assume synchrony, 
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Fig. 4. Two simple networks. 
and hence has to consider negative weights; in the synchronous etting, all weights 
must be non-negative, and the cycle sum test reduces to checking for the presence 
of at least one strictly positive weight in every cycle. The cycle-formation condition 
established in Proposition 73 is therefore as general as Wadge's cycle sum test, given 
that we are working synchronously. 
7.1. Networks in a compact closed category 
Suppose we are working in a compact closed category, potentially one in which 
( - )±  is non-trivial. Suppose also that for each datatype used by a particular network, 
there is an object in the category suitable for modelling a port of that type. The ( - )±  
operation is used to switch between input and output, in the sense that a port of type 
A must be connected to a port of type A ±, but at this stage we have not chosen which 
of A and A ± is input and which is output. 
In general, when working with a *-autonomous category, a node with n ports of 
types A1 . . . . .  An is represented by a process of type Al~g ...~gAn, i.e. a morphism 
P :1---+A1~'-.. rgAn. The closed structure allows types to be moved across the arrow; 
in a compact closed category we do not have to worry about the effect that this has on 
the connectives, and we can replace every connective by ®. The only condition is that 
when a type is moved across the arrow, ( - )±  must be applied. For example, a process 
P with three ports of types A±,B  ± and C could be represented as P:C  ± ---~A ± ®B ±, 
P :A®C±- -~B±,P :A®B- -+C,  and so on. If  we wish to interpret A ± and B ± as 
input types and C as an output type, then the last of these makes the most sense, and 
we might draw the process as in Fig. 4(a). In this way, any desired network can be 
constructed as a morphism in the category, with the calculation described in Section 3 
being used to form cycles. For example, the morphism corresponding to the network 
in Fig. 4(b) is 
(P ® idD); Q :A ®B ®D ---~E ®F, 
where the morphisms corresponding to the individual nodes are P :A ®B--~ C and 
Q:C®D-- .E®F.  
7.2. Deadlock-free types 
We will now consider ways of typing the nodes of a network in ~rOCD. In many 
cases it is possible to identify each port of a process as either an input or an output, and 
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this allows us to use the types in and out. Since 5~roc  is based on synchronization 
rather than value-passing, we need to define what it means for ports of  an 6e~roc 
process to be inputs. 
Definition 70. Let P:A17~ ...TyAn in 6¢~roc and let J C_{1 . . . . .  n}. P is receptive 
in the ports J if whenever P~*Q and VjEJ.ajEZAj(z*j(s)) then for each 
(at,...,an) 
iE{1, . . . ,n}  - J  there is aiESAi(rt*(s)) such that Q ,R for some R. 
Receptivity in a set of  ports means those ports correspond to inputs and are inde- 
pendently able to receive arbitrary values. When a dataflow node is modelled by an 
6:~roc process, that process is receptive in each port which we consider to be an input 
of the node. 
Proposition 71. Let P :A~g ... ~gA, be any CJ~roc process and let J the be the set 
of ports in which it is receptive. Defining OiEPDAi by 
0 def f in  if iEJ, 
i = lout  otherwise 
gives P : (A1,01)~g. •• 7g(An, On) in 5:~rocD. 
Proof. We will use the ready specification formulation of  deadlock-free types. Without 
loss of generality, assume that J -- { 1 .. . .  , m}. We need to show that 
3_ 3- 
read ies (P )  _C {(s,X] x --- ×An)IVi .(~*(s),X~)cOi } , 
i.e. that 
readies(P) / {(s,X] x --- x X , )  I V i . (~(s) ,X/)  E 0/J- }. 
Pick (sl ,)(1). . .  (s,, X, ) and X such that for each i E { 1 . . . . .  n }, (si,X/) E 0#, and (s, X )  E 
readies(P), where s=s]z ip . . . z ips , .  We need to show that (Xl x . . .  xX,)r-IX-7/:O. 
For each i E { l  . . . . .  m} pick ai EXi. Because (s ,X)E  readies(P) there is a process Q 
such that P s >, Q and X = initials(Q). Because P is receptive in ports {1 . . . . .  m}, for 
(al ,...,an) 
each j E {m + 1 .... ,n} there is aj E SAj(sj) such that Q , R for some R. Hence 
(al ..... a , )EX.  
For each j E{m + 1 . . . . .  ,} we have 0J- =in,  so Xj=SA:(sj), and ajEXj. Hence 
(al ..... a , )EX l  × ... ×X,. [] 
This result allows any node to be assigned a type on the basis of  a classification 
of  its ports as inputs or outputs. I f  a network is constructed in 6¢~rocD according to 
the type discipline, this corresponds to obeying the constraint hat every connection 
is between an output and an input. As we know, the result is a network which will 
not deadlock. The type system of o~roco does not allow cyclic connections to be 
established; however, cycles are very likely to be present in any interesting network, 
and we need to be able to construct hem. 
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Now that we have identified certain ports as inputs, it is possible to see that not all 
cycles have the same structure. In Fig. 5 the arrows point from outputs to inputs. Each 
of the two networks contains a cycle, but the pattems of flow of data are different. In 
the cycle on the right, one node has two outputs coming from it; if the part of  the 
network enclosed in dashed lines is considered as a single node, this means that the 
cycle can be constructed by simultaneously connecting two outputs from one node to 
two inputs of  another. The cycle on the left does not have this property, and represents 
a genuine feedback loop. In general, consider a polygon with n sides and orient each 
side by adding an arrow in one direction or the other. Starting from any vertex, follow 
the arrows; either we retum to the initial vertex, or we arrive at a vertex with two 
arrows pointing at it. The first case corresponds to a feedback loop; in the second 
case, a dual argument shows that there is also a vertex with two arrows pointing away 
from it. 
This means that any cycle which is not a feedback loop can be reduced to a simulta- 
neous connection of  two outputs from one process to two inputs of  another, as in Fig. 6. 
In d~rOCD we have processes P:(A, i nA)~(B, O UtB)~(C, O Utc) and Q:(B, i ns)~(C, 
inc)7~(D, OUtD). Writing P and Q as morphisms gives 
P : (A, outA ) -+ (B, outB)7~(C, outc), 
Q : (B, outB) ® (C, outc) ~ (D, out/9), 
or equivalently 
P : (A, OUtA) ~ (B~gC, outB~'outc), 
Q : (B ® C, outB @ OUtc) --~ (D, OUtD). 
By Proposition 45 we have outB~'OUtc = outs~eC and outB ® outc = OUtB®C. Com- 
bined with the fact that B @ C = BT~C, this means that P and Q are composable, and 
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Fig. 7. A network with feedback. 
I 
we obtain P; Q:(A, OUtA ) --+ (D, outD), or equivalently P; Q:(A, inA)~g(D, OUtD). Hence 
P; Q is a deadlock-flee process. 
We now have to deal with the case of a feedback loop. As an example of the use 
of feedback in dataflow programming, consider the network in Fig. 7. The node 1 
produces the sequence 111... and the function f is defined on streams by f (a )= 0a. 
The fork node simply copies its input, and the + node outputs at each instant the sum 
of the inputs received at the same instant. The output x is defined by x = 111 ... +f(x), 
and the least solution of this equation (i.e. the least fixed point of 2x.111 ... + 0x) is 
x = 1234 .... The significant feature of f is that its first output token is independent of 
any input, and subsequently there is always a delay of one time unit between an input 
being received and the corresponding output being produced. For a dataflow network to 
be free of deadlock, every feedback loop should contain a node such as f .  In LUSTRE, 
the corresponding node is called pre, and the language specifies that every loop must 
contain at least one pre. We will now give a semantic formulation of this property of 
nodes, and show that it yields a sufficient condition for the formation of deadlock-flee 
cycles. 
Definition 72. Let P : (A1, in)~g ..- ~g(A,n, in)~g(Bl, out)~g . . .  ~'(B, ,out)  in 5P~rocD. 
Output i of  P is independent of input j if whenever P s , .Q, Val,...,al-1, 
(a= ,...,a,,,bl ,...,b, ) 
aj+l . . . . .  am 3b such that for all R,Q >R ~ bi :b.  
Proposition 73. Suppose P : (A1, in) ~ . . .  ~g (Am, in) ~g (Am+l, out) ~g .-. ~g (An, out) 
~'(A,+I, in)~g(A,+l, out) in 5P~rocD and let P be the 5°~roc process obtained by con- 
nectin9 ports (A,+l,OUt) and (A,+j, in) of P. If the output at port (A,+l,OUt) of P is 
independent of the input at port (A,+l, in), then P : (A l, in)~'- - • ~g(Am, in)~g(Am+l, Out) 
~g-.. ~g(A,, out) in ~roco .  
Proof. We need to show that 
readies(P) / {(s, X1 × . . .  x X , ) ]V i . (~(s ) ,X , . )  c Oi J-} 
where O1 ...Ore are in and Om+l ...On are out. 
Pick (s l, Xi ) . . .  (s,,X,) and X such that for each i c { l . . . . .  n }, (si,X~.) E 0~, and (s,X) 
E readies(P), where s = SlZip... zips,. We need to show that (X1 × ... × Xn) NX ~ O. 
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The definition of P means that there is a trace t over  An+l and a set Y such that 
(s zip t zip t, Y) E readies(P), and 
X = {(X  1 . . . . .  x,)13y.(xl . . . . .  x , ,y ,y )E  Y. 
Because the output at port (A,+l, out) of P is independent of the input at port (An+l, in), 
for any xl . . . .  ,xn there is b such that (Xl,...,xn, y ,z)E Y ~ z=b.  
Let X,+l = {b} so that (t, Xn+l)COUt, and let Xn+2 =Z,A,+~(t) SO that (t, Xn+2)Ein. 
Because readies(P) C in~- -  • 7~in~out~. . .  ~out~in~out ,  there is (al . . . . .  an, y,z) E 
(Xl x -.- xX,+2)N Y. 
We have z = b, dependent only on al . . . . .  a,. Because X,+l = {b}, y = b. So we have 
(al . . . . .  an, b ,b)EY,  and hence (al . . . . .  a, )EX .  Therefore (X1 x . . .  ×Xn)NX¢(~,  as 
required. [] 
We will use the term source to describe an output which is independent of any input 
which forms part of a cycle under consideration. In previous work [23] the term source 
has been used to describe an output which is independent of all inputs, but here we 
will use this weaker definition. The process P in Proposition 73 represents the network 
at the last stage of construction, just before formation of the cycle. In practice, and in 
line with the LusT~ condition that every loop contains a pre node, we would like to 
deduce that the appropriate output of P is a source from the fact that one of the nodes 
used to construct P has a source. It can be shown, assuming that the outputs of nodes 
depend functionally on the inputs and that nodes are deterministic (these conditions 
are always satisfied for a language such as LUSTRE), that sources are preserved by 
composition [23]. Hence it is sufficient to check that there is a source somewhere in 
every cycle. In LUSTRE, the only way of introducing a source is by means of a pre 
node, hence the requirement that every cycle in a LUSTRE program must contain at least 
one pre. 
7.3. Generalisations 
In our analysis of networks, we have simply identified each port as either an input 
or an output. However, we can imagine more general situations in which a particular 
port may behave in different ways at different times; for example, being receptive at 
the first step (and thus behaving as an input) but subsequently behaving as an output. 
In general, consider any finite sequence of in and out symbols, and interpret such a 
sequence as specifying the repeating unit of  a communication pattern. For example, the 
sequence in.out represents an infinite alternation of input and output. The structure of 
,~roco  is rich enough to include semantic versions of such communication patterns 
over any ,~roc  object. Continuing the example, the interpretation of the sequence 
in.out over the 5e~roc object A would be the ready specification 
{(s, Sa(s)) 1 length(s) is even} tJ {(s,X) IX C_ Sa(s), length(s) is odd}. 
A detailed development of this idea, which is a subject for future work, should lead 
to interesting connections with the type system proposed by Takeuchi et al. [46]. 
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8. Conclusions 
We have presented a semantic view of the specification and verification of concur- 
rent systems. The relevant technical machinery is the notion of specification structures, 
which provides a systematic approach to the construction of a hierarchy of semantic 
universes allowing us to express increasingly strong constraints on computational be- 
haviour. We have illustrated this idea by defining a specification structure over 5P~roc, 
a category of synchronous processes. The resulting category, 5a~roco, is a semantic 
universe in which compositional verification of deadlock-freedom can be discussed. 
We have presented two equivalent definitions of 5P~roco, one based on the idea of a 
specification as a set of processes, the other based on the notion of ready specification. 
As a simple application, we have shown that ~rOCD supports the specification and 
verification of deadlock-free synchronous networks; examples of synchronous networks 
include synchronous dataflow programs and systolic algorithms. 
We have described 6P~roco as a "semantic universe" without explicitly presenting 
a semantic function with a particular language as its domain. We think of the objects 
of 5~rOCD as semantic models of types which specify communication behaviour, as 
indicated briefly in Section 7.3. Previous work on interaction categories includes the 
definition of a typed process calculus [23, 24] in which types correspond to safety 
specifications. This process calculus has a denotational semantics in which types are 
interpreted by 5e~roc objects and processes by ,9°~roc morphisms. (In fact, the typed 
process calculus can be interpreted in any category satisfying certain axioms which 
capture the essential structure of ,~roc.) We hope to extend this process calculus 
so that its type system specifies communication patterns of the kind mentioned in 
Section 7.3, and then use 5~roco to give a denotational semantics to the new process 
calculus. The aim of our research on interaction categories i to understand the semantic 
structure of complex behavioural types, and work from that understanding towards a 
language which can be given a categorical semantics. 
Several type systems for concurrency have been proposed recently. All of them start 
with a syntax (often based on the ~-calculus), an operational semantics and a collection 
of typing rules, and prove that correct yping guarantees certain operational properties. 
Many of them are based on the idea of identifying ports or channels as input or outputs, 
and checking that outputs are always connected to inputs. There are several variations 
which include information about how many times channels are used [32], the order of 
usage of channels [31], subtyping [42], types for choice and branching behaviour [46]. 
The distinguishing features of our semantic approach are as follows. First, it is based 
on a category-theoretic description of the collective structure of processes and their 
relationship to specifications. Second, we have proposed a methodology (via the notion 
of a specification structure) for treating a range of program properties and verification 
techniques within a single framework. Finally, because we have a semantic model of 
specifications or types, arbitrarily complex combinations of input and output ports can 
be treated in a uniform way. This means that our arguments for correctness of networks, 
although intuitively based on considerations of input vs. output and information flow, 
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are formalised within a uniform semantic setting. Of course, we still need to formalise 
a syntax of processes and types in order to complete the picture of a language with 
its categorical semantics. 
The other way in which the theory described in this paper could be extended and 
developed is by removing the assumption of synchrony. Progress has already been 
made on an asynchronous version of the theory, by applying the sets of processes 
approach to the asynchronous interaction category ~¢5~roc [4]. The result is a category 
of deadlock-free processes in which the global synchrony condition is not present. 
Preliminary versions of this work have appeared in [8, 23] and improved versions in 
[9, 39]; a full report of this area will be the subject of a future paper. 
Beyond the issues of synchrony and a formal syntax, there are two respects in which 
our theory of deadlock-freedom is restrictive. First, we have not yet addressed the issue 
of mobility [37, 38], which has featured prominently in recent research on concurrency 
theory. Second, the property guaranteed by our specifications i extremely strong - all 
processes must run forever. This is the reason why, in our applications, extra analy- 
sis is needed in order to construct cyclic networks. Most proposed type systems for 
concurrency use types to guarantee slightly weaker properties - for example, that any 
communication which occurs must be correct, but not that communication must always 
continue. This problem is alleviated slightly by the asynchronous version of our theory, 
which incorporates a notion of successful termination, but we would like to find a mod- 
ification of the theory which would make the type system weaker but correspondingly 
more flexible. Static analysis techniques, as well as type-checking techniques, may then 
be appropriate for establishing program properties. 
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